Welcome to the 12th Biennial Conference of the European Union Studies Association in Boston! More than 500 researchers and practitioners from over 150 institutions across the world are participating in over 140 panels and roundtables, making this by far the largest EUSA Conference.

There are many special events of interest: on Thursday, a lunchtime panel on getting published, featuring editors of several prominent journals, and that evening a JCMS sponsored lecture by Gary Marks; on Friday, an Economics interest section lecture by the President of the Boston Federal Reserve; and on Saturday, a special EUSA lunch program on funding opportunities through the Jean Monnet Programme.

Jeremy Richardson will receive the EUSA Lifetime Award for his contribution to European studies. Do not miss the EUSA Prize Ceremony on Friday at 6:30pm, where we will acknowledge Jeremy Richardson and the winners of Best Book, Best Dissertation, and Best Paper Prizes. This is followed by the EUSA Reception (free to conference participants) at 7:15. Thursday night there will be a reception sponsored by JCMS, and to close the conference a reception on Saturday sponsored by the Consuls General of Europe.

The European Union Studies Association is grateful for a generous conference grant from the European Commission, and logistical assistance and financial sponsorship from our local hosts, Boston University. We especially recognize the efforts of former EUSA Chair Vivien Schmidt in helping to make the 2011 Conference a success.

The Network of European Union Centers of Excellence and the International Association for the Study of German Politics provided generous support and, along with Boston University, co-sponsor our EUSA Reception. We appreciate web assistance from the University of North Carolina. We also deeply appreciate the support of the University of Pittsburgh, EUSA’s home.

Special thanks to the Program Chairs, Erik Jones and Dan Kelemen, and the seven-person program committee. Enjoy the conference!

Adrienne Héritier
EUSA Chair
THURSDAY MARCH 3, 2011

PANEL SESSION ONE
8:30 - 10:15 a.m.

1A  After the Stockholm Programme: An Area of Freedom, Security and Justice in the EU? Concord
Chair: Sarah Leonard (Sciences Po, Paris & University of Salford)
Discussant: Sarah Wolff (The Netherlands Institute for International Relations Clingendael)

Are European Union Immigration Policies Converging?
Andrew Geddes (University of Sheffield)

Common Laws, Diverse Outcomes: Can EU Solidarity Initiatives Lead to More Equitable and Effective Refugee Protection?
Eiko Thielemann (London School of Economics)
Nadine El-Enany (Brunel University & European University Institute)

Fixity and Fissures in the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice
Dora Kostakopoulou (University of Manchester)

Resisting the EU: NGO Advocacy in Justice and Home Affairs
Emek Uçarer (Bucknell University)

1B  European Rights Rockport
Chair and Discussant: Jo Shaw (University of Edinburgh)

"Economically Rational" Discrimination, Excessively Equal Treatment and the Newspeak Model of Disability: Parallels Between the US and EU Constructing Discrimination by Association, Declaration and Disclosure
Charlotte O'Brien (University of York)

EU Accession to the ECHR: Consequences for the European Court of Justice
Tobias Lock (University College London)

Fundamental Rights and Reverse Discrimination
Willem Maas (York University)

The Effect of the Judiciary-Induced Policy Development: Collective Order Versus Individual Rights in EU Social and Employment Policy
Ryosuke Amiya-Nakada (Meiji Gakuin University)
THURSDAY 8:30 – 10:15 a.m.

1C  Collective Action in the European Union: Interest Groups and Social Movements  
Sturbridge
Chair: Brent Nelsen (Furman University)  
Discussant: Joost Berkhout (University of Amsterdam)

Regional Offices and Regional Interest Associations: How Territorial Interests Get Represented in Brussels  
Tom Verboven (Universiteit Antwerpen)

Solidarity and Collective Action in the European Union  
Edward Fogarty (Colgate University)

The Transnationalization of Social Movement Organizations and its Determinants: An Overstudied Deviation or Transformative Trend?  
Ondrej Cisar (Masaryk University)  
Katerina Vrablikova (University of California, Irvine & Masaryk University)

1D  Political Parties and European Integration: Strategy and Conflict  
Quincy
Chair: Jon Polk (University of Georgia)  
Discussant: Erik Tillman (DePaul University)

Competitive Representative Claims-Making: Party Politicians and Institutional Arenas in the Case of EU Budget Negotiations  
Pieter de Wilde (WZB - Social Science Research Center Berlin)

Integration and Tension in European Parliament Parties  
Richard Rose (University of Aberdeen)  
Gabriela Borz (University of Aberdeen)

Parties’ Responses to European Legislation  
Christine Arnold (Maastricht University and EUI)  
Kyriaki Nanou (European University Institute)

Social Democratic Parties and EU Climate Change Adaptation: Implications for Party and Party System  
Robert Ladrech (Keele University)

Testing a Model of New Party Entry at EP Elections  
Magda Giurcanu (University of Florida)

1E  Competitiveness Framing and Policymaking in the EU  
Plymouth
Chair and Discussant: Mitchell P. Smith (University of Oklahoma)

Competitiveness as an Agenda-Setter in Higher Education: The Case of the European Higher Education Area in Comparative Perspective  
Barbara Haskel (McGill University)

Competitiveness or Reciprocity? To What Extent Does the Lisbon Process Drive the EU’s External Trade Policies  
Bart Kerremans (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven)  
Johan Adriaensen (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven)

Framing Competitiveness: The Advocacy of Articulating Migration as a Human Resources Strategy  
Georg Menz (Goldsmiths College, University of London)

A Discourse Analysis of Institutional: Change: European Competition Policy under the Modernization Reform  
Takeshi Ito (European University Institute)
THURSDAY 8:30 – 10:15 a.m.

1F The Future Fiscal and Economic Evolution of the European Union
Nantucket
Chair: Florence Bouvet (Sonoma State University)
Discussant: David Mayes (University of Auckland)

Credit Markets and Subnational Policy Autonomy
Kyle Hanniman (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

Is There a Need for a New Fiscal Framework in the Euro Area?
Andrew Hughes Hallett (George Mason University)
Svend Hougaard Jensen (Copenhagen Business School)

Positioning the EU in the Uphill Race for Competitiveness and Beyond
Attilio Stajano (European Commission & University of Bologna)

The Stability and Growth Pact: A Symbol of Monetary Security or Symbolically Meaningless?
Patrick Crowley (Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi)

Maximilian Freier (European Institute, London School of Economics)

1G Politics of Cultural Integration in the European Union
Grand Ballroom
Chair: Mark Gilbert (SAIS Bologna)
Discussant: Ian Manners (University of Roskilde)

Between Market, Community and Participation: Cultural Policy Development and the Making of European Citizens
Uta Staiger (University College London)

European Capitals of Culture as Incentives for the Construction of European Identity? Origins and Changes of “one of the most visible and prestigious initiatives of the European Union”
Juergen Mittag (Institute for Social Movements, Ruhr-University Bochum)

Forging a European Memory: The Treaties of Rome as a Common Tradition in the Making?
Jenny Wustenberg (University of Maryland)
Hannes Hansen-Magnusson (University of Hamburg)

Imagining Europe: Symbols and Practices in the Construction of the EU
Kate McNamara (Georgetown University)

Musealizing the European Union and its History: Institutions, Actors and Networks
Wolfram Kaiser (University of Portsmouth)
**THURSDAY 8:30 – 10:15 a.m.**

### 1H  How Are They Doing? The New Member States as Shapers and Takers in EU Policy-Making

**Chair:** Diana Panke (University College Dublin)

**Discussant:** Gergana Noutcheva (Maastricht University)

*Polish Party Politics and European Integration*

**Anna Gwiazda** (King's College London)

*Governance and Public Policies in Romania after EU Accession*

**Natalia Cuglesan** (Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca)

*Government Alternation and State Politicisation in Central and Eastern Europe*

**Tim Veen** (Universität Mannheim)

**Jan-Hinrik Meyer-Sahling** (University of Nottingham)

*National Preferences and Bargaining of the New Member States Since the Enlargement of the EU into the Central and Eastern Europe: the Baltic States - Policy Takers, Mediators, Initiators?*

**Ramunas Vilpisauskas** (Vilnius University)

*The Newest Member States of the European Union: Formal and Informal Institutions in the Social Dialogue*

**Bettina Wagner** (Humboldt Universität zu Berlin)

### 1I  CSDP after Lisbon: Theoretical and Empirical Perspectives from Europe and America

**Chair:** Roy H. Ginsberg (Skidmore College)

**Discussant:** Christopher Hill (Cambridge University)

*Measuring and Evaluating CSDP Impact*

**Roy H. Ginsberg** (Skidmore College)

*Towards Transatlantic Burden Sharing? EU-US Relations in Security and Defense*

**Eva Gross** (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

*Ireland, The Lisbon Referendums, and the Ongoing Debate on European Security*

**Daniel Sweeney** (University of Scranton)

*When The Deceivers Meet No Objections: Underinvestment as The Core Link Between The CSDP and NATO*

**Bojan Savić** (University of Kent)

### 1J  Making Sense of the CFSP/CSDP II: Institutional Learning and European Foreign Policy

**Chair:** Michael E Smith (University of Aberdeen)

**Discussant:** David Allen (University of Loughborough)

*Developing a “Comprehensive Approach” to International Security: Institutional Learning and the European Security and Defence Policy*

**Michael E Smith** (University of Aberdeen)

*Learning as a Mechanism of Europeanisation in CFSP: the Case of Poland*

**Karolina Pomorska** (Maastricht University)

*Learning in EU Crisis Management: the Case of EUFOR Althea*

**Ana E. Juncos** (University of Bristol)

*Lessons (not) learned? The EU Infrastructure for Learning in Military Crisis Management*

**Susanne Plhs** (European University Institute)
THURSDAY 8:30 – 10:15 a.m.

1K The EU and the Middle East and North Africa
Chair and Discussant: Remi Piet (University of Miami)

The Mediterranean Solar Plan through the Prism of External Governance
Luigi Carafa (Toulouse University of Social Sciences & University of Catania)

Networks in the Mediterranean: Institutional Diffusion and the European Neighborhood Policy
Kostas Kourtikakis (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

The ESDP and Emerging Regional Hegemons in the Southern Neighborhood: The Microsystem of a Greater Mediterranean Regional Security Complex
Astrid Boening (University of Miami)

The EU as a promoter of ‘good governance’: explaining the EU’s policy in its Southern Neighbourhood through the articulation of discourse theory
Vicky Reynaert (Ghent University)

1L The EU and the Western Balkans and Beyond
Chair and Discussant: Mitchell Orenstein (Johns Hopkins University)

Future Development of the European Union (2010-2020): Challenges and Perspectives of EU Enlargement
Sasa Ojdanic (University of Singidunum)
Gordana Stevancevic (University of Bolzano)

Regional Cooperation in Central Eastern Europe: New Impulses from the EU’s Strategy for the Danube Region?
Monika De Frantz (University of New Orleans)

The European Union and the Politics of Kosovo Recognition: Domestic Separatism, Institutional Flexibility, and Divergence in Member States’ Preferences
Evgeny Postnikov (University of Pittsburgh)
Brandon Boylan (University of Pittsburgh)

The Yellow Brick Road from the Balkans to Brussels. An Analysis of Ten Years of Council Negotiations on Balkan Enlargement
Sandrino Smeets (Institute for Management Research, Radboud University Nijmegen)
THURSDAY MARCH 3, 2011

PANEL SESSION TWO
10:30 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.

2A  After the Stockholm Programme: An Area of Freedom, Security and Justice in the EU?
Chair: Christian Kaunert (European University Institute & University of Salford)
Discussant: Emek Uçarer (Bucknell University)

A US Dominated Security Agenda? EU “Actorness” in Transatlantic Counter-Terrorism Co-operation
Alexander MacKenzie (University of Salford)

Recent EU Developments in the Governance of Information Exchange and Data Protection: An Assessment of Internal and External Implications.
Patryk Pawlak (Johns Hopkins University)

Transatlantic Views on Homeland Security: What’s New After Lisbon?
Sarah Wolff (The Netherlands Institute for International Relations Clingendael)

Whither the Withering Democratic Deficit? Parliamentary Authority and the Stockholm Program under the Lisbon Treaty
John Occhipinti (Canisius College)

2B  Formal and Informal Governance in the EU
Chair and Discussant: Daniela Caruso (Boston University)

Law After Lisbon: The Legalization and Delegalization of European Integration
Kenneth Armstrong (Queen Mary, University of London)

The Politics of Governance Architecture: Creation, Change and Effects of the EU Lisbon Strategy
Susana Borras (Copenhagen Business School)

Non-Binding Enforcement of EU Law - Interpretation or Centralization and Norm Assimilation?
Stine Andersen (University of Copenhagen & Kammeradvokaten)

European Communion: Political Theory of European Union
Ian Manners (Roskilde University)

2C  Contextual Effects on Public Opinion towards European Integration
Chair: Ian Down (University of Tennessee - Knoxville)
Discussant: Erica Edwards (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

Integrating Indifference: The Need to Study the Non-Polarization of European Citizens
Virginie Van Ingelgom (Université Catholique de Louvain)

The Effects of Economic and Political Transitions on Value Systems in Europe: Analysis of Generational Differences
Ekaterina Turkina (Hautes Etudes Commerciales Montreal)
Lena Surzhko-Harned (Mercyhurst College)

Unpacking National Identity in Order to Better Understand Identification with Europe
Sophie Duchesne (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, France & Sciences Po, Paris)
THURSDAY 10:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.

2D Political Parties in the European Parliament
Chair: Seth Jolly (Syracuse University)
Discussant: Catherine de Vries (University of Amsterdam)

Europe’s Common Ideological Space
Thomas Gschwend (Universität Mannheim)
James Lo (Universität Mannheim)
Sven-Oliver Proksch (Universität Mannheim)

Party Competition in the European Parliament: Experts, Candidates and Voters Compared
Gail McElroy (Trinity College, Dublin)

Summitry of Political Parties at European Level: A Comparative Analysis
Steven Van Hecke (Universiteit Antwerpen)
Karl Magnus Johansson (Södertörn University)

2E Complying with the Single Market: Still a Problem?
Chair and Discussant: Tal Sadeh (Tel Aviv University)

Compliance in the Single Market
Michelle Egan (School of International Service, American University)
Maria Helena Guimarães (Universidade do Minho)

Infringements for Sale? Non-Compliance as Trade Policy
Tobias Hofmann (College of William & Mary)

Is the European Project Faltering? Clash of Capitalisms, Economic Crisis and Single Market Integration
Jean-Marc Trouille (Bradford University School of Management)

Compliance or Pork Barrel? The Constituency-level Allocation of EU Regional Development Aid
Lisa Maria Dellmuth (Stockholm University)
Michael Stoffel (Mannheim Centre for European Social Research, Universität Mannheim)

2F To Be Euro’d or Not: Small States in the European Political Economy
Chair and Discussant: Cornell Ban (Brown University)

Convergence and Divergence between the EU and Israel
Alfred Tovias (Hebrew University)

Does Fiscal Performance Enhance or Hinder EU Influence? Comparing the Cases of Portugal and Greece
Leandro N. Carrera (London School of Economics)
Marina Angelaki (Panteion University)
Daniel Carolo (Instituto de Ciências Sociais, Universidade de Lisboa)

Small States Outside the Eurozone: Fighting the Financial Crisis in Sweden and Denmark
Karen M. Anderson (Radboud University Nijmegen)

The Netherlands’ Successful Coping Strategies in Spite of Structural Vulnerabilities in a Eurozone Member
Paulette Kurzer (University of Arizona)

The Political Economies of Slovenia and Croatia: Does EU and Eurozone Membership Play a Role At All?
John Adams (University of Arizona)
2G Rethinking Germany and the European Union
Nantucket
Sponsored by the International Association for the Study of German Politics (IASGP)
Chair: Wade Jacoby (Brigham Young University)
Discussant: Katy Crossley-Frolick (Denison College)

A Life More Ordinary: Theses for a Normalization of Germany’s Role in the EU
Simon Bulmer (University of Sheffield)
William Paterson (Aston University)

Agents of Statecraft: the Role of German Political Parties in the Stabilisation and Accession Process in South-East Europe
Charles Lees (University of Sheffield)

Ostpolitik for the 21st Century: Mapping the Boundary Between Values and Interests in German Foreign Policy
Nathaniel Copsey (Aston University)

Still a Party of ‘Euro-freaks’? The German CDU and European Integration
Simon Green (Aston University)

2H Methodological Challenges in EU Studies
Berkshire
Chair and Discussant: Carina Sprungk (Freie Universität Berlin)

Causality in Europeanization Research: The Study of Mechanisms from a Discursive Institutional Perspective
Kennet Lynggaard (Roskilde University)

Democratic Legitimacy in Multi-level Political Systems: What Can They Learn from Federal Theory?
Matthias Vileyn (Universiteit Antwerpen)

Establishing Causality in Europeanization Research: Can the “EU Effect” be Traced?
Theofanis Exadaktylos (University of Exeter)

Testing Theories of Lawmaking in the 6th European Parliament - How Parliamentary Negotiations on Legislative Proposals Work
Dirk Junge (Universität Mannheim)
Daniel Finke (University of Heidelberg)

2I Does One Size Fit All? The Substance of EU Democracy Promotion
Lafayette Salon
Chair: Anne Wetzel (University of Zurich)
Discussant: Federica Bicchi (London School of Economics)

Democratic Conditionality in the Eastern Enlargement: Behind the Facade of the Copenhagen Criteria
Eline De Ridder (Ghent University)
Dimitry Kochenov (University of Groningen)

EU Democracy Promotion in Central Asia: Pursuit of Self-Interest in a “Difficult” Context
Fabienne Bossuyt (Ghent University & Aston University)
Paul J. Kubicek (Oakland University)

EU Democracy Promotion in the Eastern Neighbourhood: The Cases of Russia and Ukraine Compared
Susan Stewart (German Institute for International and Security Affairs)

The EU and Bosnia and Herzegovina: Democracy Promotion Within the Limits of the “Ethnic Conflict” Paradigm
Laurence Cooley (University of Birmingham)

The Substance of EU Democracy Promotion
Anne Wetzel (University of Zurich)
Jan Orbie (Ghent University)
THURSDAY 10:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.

2J Multilateralism and Post-Lisbon Europe: Concepts, Cases, Partners
Cape Cod
Chair: Julie Smith (University of Cambridge)
Discussant: Kalypso Nicolaïdis (University of Oxford)
Assessing EU Multilateral Action: Trade and Foreign and Security Policy Within a Legal and Living Framework
Nadia Klein (University of Cologne)
Tobias Kunstein (University of Cologne)
Wulf Reiners (University of Cologne)
Diplomatic Strategies of Major Powers: Competing Patterns of International Relations? The Cases of the United States of America, China and the European Union
Nadia Klein (University of Cologne)
Zhimin Chen (Fudan University)
Wulf Reiners (University of Cologne)
Market Power Europe
Chad Damro (University of Edinburgh)
Unwieldy Multilateralism: Lessons from Europe’s International Experience
Christopher Hill (University of Cambridge)
John Peterson (University of Edinburgh)
Wolfgang Wessels (University of Cologne)
EU-UN Coordination in Security and Development. The Role of the European Commission
Daniele Marchesi (University of Cologne)

2K Roundtable: Transatlantic Relations Half-Way Through the Obama Presidency:
What Next for the EU-US Partnership after Lisbon?
Grand Ballroom
Chair: Costanza Musu (University of Ottawa)
Roundtable participants
Costanza Musu (Graduate School of Public and International Affairs - University of Ottawa)
Dave Allen (Loughborough University)
Patrick Leblond (Graduate School of Public and International Affairs, University of Ottawa)
Nicola Casarini (European Union Institute for Security Studies)
Colette Mazzucelli (Center for Global Affairs, New York University)

2L The EU in International Fora: Internal and External Effectiveness
Duxbury
Chair and Discussant: Emil Kirchner
Evaluating European Union Leadership in Multilateral Negotiations: An Analytical Framework
Megan Dee (University of Glasgow)
Explaining the European Union’s Impact in Global Affairs
Simon Schunz (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven)
Promoting EU’s Interest in a Multilateral Way: An Analysis of the EU’s Role in Climate Change Negotiations
Carolina Pavese (London School of Economics)
The Rotating Presidency and the EU’s External Representation After Lisbon: the Case of the Belgian Presidency and Global Climate Change and Biodiversity Negotiations
Tom Delreux (Université Catholique de Louvain)
The ‘one voice’ Monologues: A Critical Assessment of the EU’s Diplomatic Outreach in the UN Human Rights Council
Gjovalin Macaj (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
**THURSDAY 12:15 – 2:00 p.m.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:15-2:00pm</td>
<td>LUNCH BREAK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30-1:45pm</td>
<td>Lunchtime Roundtable-Getting Published; a Conversation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with Journal Editors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong> Amy Verdun (University of Victoria)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panelists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Common Market Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comparative European Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>West European Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of European Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>European Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>European Journal of Political Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michelle Cini and Amy Verdun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Martin A. Schain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Klaus Goetz and Anand Menon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simon Duke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Martin Bull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Claudio Radaelli (with Bruno Dente &amp; Samuele Dossi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30-1:30pm</td>
<td>EUSA Economics Interest Section meeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THURSDAY MARCH 3, 2011

PANEL SESSION THREE
2:00 - 3:45 p.m.

3A  Agencies in the EU’s Area of Freedom, Security and Justice (AFSJ)
Chair and Discussant: John Occhipinti (Canisius College)

EU Intelligence Sharing & The Joint Situation Centre: A Glass Half-Full
Ma‘a K. Davis Cross (University of Southern California)

Eurojust and the European Public Prosecutor Perspective: From Cooperation to Integration in EU Criminal Justice?
Joerg Monar (College of Europe & University of Sussex)

Europol as a New Agency of the EU: Explaining New Institutional Mechanisms in the AFSJ?
Christian Kaunert (European University Institute & University of Salford)

Europol’s Genealogy and its Contribution Towards the Development of a Risk-based Concept of Organized Crime
Helena Carrapico (Institute for European Integration Research, Austrian Academy of Sciences)

The Impact of FRONTEX on the EU Asylum and Migration Policy: “Securitization” vs. “Depoliticization”? 
Sarah Leonard (Sci ences Po, Paris & University of Salford)

3B Migration and Immigration: the EU and its Dilemmas
Chair: Virginie Guiraudon (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, France)
Discussant: Andrew Geddes (University of Sheffield)

British Migrants in France: Fact and Fiction in Tales of Migration Today
Helen Drake (Loughborough University)

The Border: The Immigration Dilemma and the State in France
Martin Schain (New York University)

Beyond Asymmetries: Cooperation on Readmission in the EU Neighborhood
Jean-Pierre Cassarino (European University Institute)

Venue-Shopping in EU External Migration Policies: Multileveling External Governance
Sandra Lavenex (University of Lucerne)

3C  EU Issues in National Elections and Referenda
Chair: Erica Edwards (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Discussant: Jon Polk (University of Georgia)

Frames and Reversion Points: Explaining Vote Choice in European Referenda
Maurits van der Veen (College of William & Mary)

Political Knowledge, Support for the EU, and EU Issue Voting
Erik Tillman (DePaul University)

Reading Referenda - a Comparative Analysis of the Three Failed Referenda on the EU Constitutional or Lisbon Treaty in France, the Netherlands and Ireland
Wolf Schuenemann (Universität Koblenz-Landau)
THURSDAY 2:00 – 3:45 p.m.

3D Religion and Politics in the European Union: Taming a Secular Power?  
Grand Ballroom  
Chair: Tanja Börzel (Freie Universität Berlin)  
Discussant: Brent Nelsen (Furman University)  

Church-EU Dialogue under Article 17.3: Consensus-seeking Instrument or Power Strategy?  
Kenneth Houston (University of Ulster)  

Mosques, Minarets, and the Islamic Challenge to European Identity  
Todd Green (Luther College)  

Religion in the EU: Actors, Priorities and Policy Communities  
Sara Silvestri (City University London)  

Religious Media Primes and Public Support for the EU  
Hajo Boomgaard (University of Amsterdam)  
Malte Hinrichsen (University of Amsterdam)  

Secular Power EU? The Europeanization of Religiosity in Old and New Member States  
Carina Sprungk (Freie Universität Berlin)  

3E Economic Governance in Central and Eastern Europe Before and After the Global Financial Crisis  
Nantucket  
Chair: Milada Vachudova (University of North Carolina)  
Discussant: Rachel Epstein (University of Denver)  

Euro Adoption Messy Strategies in Central Europe  
Assem Dandashly (University of Victoria)  
Amy Verdun (University of Victoria)  

Pathways to the Periphery: Building Capitalism in the Baltics  
Aleksander Lust (University of Massachusetts Boston)  

Rule-takers Qualms: New EU Member States’ Preferences about the European Financial Architecture  
Aneta Spendzharova (Maastricht University)  

Testing Dependent Capitalism in Central and Eastern Europe: Economic Crisis as Natural Experiment  
Aleksandra Sznajder Lee (University of Richmond)  

The Political Economy of Financial Crisis in Central and Eastern Europe: Poland and Hungary Compared  
Mitchell Orenstein (Johns Hopkins University)  

3F Transatlantic Relations in a Changing Global Economy  
Lafayette Salon  
Chair: Sophie Meunier (Princeton University)  
Discussant: Tobias Hofmann (College of William & Mary)  

Coordinating Global Governance: the Financial Stability Board  
Shawn Donnelly (University of Twente)  

It’s Not Fair! The Market Is Wrong (this Time)! The Politics of Fair-Value Accounting and the Global Financial Crisis  
Patrick Leblond (University of Ottawa)  

United States-European Union Policy Responses to China's Rising Economy  
Joseph McKinney (Baylor University)
THURSDAY 2:00 – 3:45 p.m.

3G Socialization in and through International Institutions: The Example of the European Union  
Chair: Liesbet Hooghe (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam & University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)  
Discussant: Jan Beyers (Universiteit Antwerpen)

European Socialization in Practice - Insights from the European Commission and Agencies
Semin Suvarierol (Erasmus University Rotterdam)
Madalina Busuioc (University of Amsterdam)
Martijn Groenleer (Delft University of Technology)

From Socialization to Organizational Learning: The Impact of Staff from the New Member States on Management and Culture in the European Commission
Carolyn Ban (University of Pittsburgh)

One Diplomatic Corps, Multiple Loyalties: Socialisation Processes in the Council Secretariat
Ana E. Juncos (University of Bristol)

Transnational Influences and Socialization into Democratic Governance
Tina Freyburg (Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich)

3H New Developments in EU Compliance  
Chair: Ulrich Sedelmeier (London School of Economics)  
Discussant: Diana Panke (University College Dublin)

Compliance with Accession Criteria: Measuring EU Candidate Countries' Reform Performance using Quantitative Text Analysis
Tim Veen (Universität Mannheim)
Jan-Hinrik Meyer-Sahling (University of Nottingham)

Reversed Economic Left-Right Party Ideology? Transposition of EU Legislation in Eastern vs. Western Europe
Nikoleta Yordanova (Universität Mannheim)
Asya Zhelyazkova (Utrecht University)

The Successful Transposition of Different Provisions by Member States: Analysis on four European Directives
Asya Zhelyazkova (Utrecht University)

Post-accession Conditionality - Support Instrument for Continuous Pressure?
Eli Gateva (University of Manchester)

3I EU and Latin America after the Association Agreements  
Chair: Roberto Domínguez (Suffolk University)  
Discussant: Joaquin Roy (University of Miami)

EU-Mexico Relationship: Strategic Association
Stephan Sberro (Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de México)

The role of the European Parliament in the Development of the EU-LA Agreements
Enrique Barón (University of Castilla-La Mancha)

Relations Between EU-Latin America: Legal Aspects of Association Agreements
Michel Levi (Universidad Andina Simón Bolívar Ecuador)

The Europeanization of National Foreign Policies Towards Latin America
Lorena Ruano (Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas)

Turbulence à la Haas, Disjointed Incrementalism à la N.A.F.T.A.: Utility of Transatlantic Comparisons
Imtiaz Hussain (Universidad Iberoamericana)
THURSDAY 2:00 – 3:45 p.m.

3J  Post-Lisbon EU in the Multilateral Global Order  Quincy
Chair: Lenka Rovna (Charles University in Prague)
Discussant: Julie Smith (University of Cambridge)

European Union, Council of Europe and EU's Accession to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
Ivo Slosarckik (Charles University in Prague)

External Representation of the EU: Who Speaks for Europe post-Lisbon?
Tomas Weiss (Charles University in Prague)

Parochial Global Europe: Managing the New Economic Agenda
John Peterson (University of Edinburgh)

Towards a More Effective UN Security Council? The EU’s Role in the post-Lisbon Era
Nicoletta Pirozzi (Universita Cattolica, Milan & Istituto Affari Internazionali)

3K  The EU’s Common Security and Defense Policy  Dedham
Chair and Discussant: Michael E Smith (University of Aberdeen)

Constructing the EU’s Common Security and Defence Policy: Policy Transfer and Institutional Isomorphism
Moritz Reinsch (London School of Economics)

Evolution through Learning? Epistemic Communities and European Security Cooperation
Giovanni Faleg (London School of Economics)

Implementing Permanent Structured Cooperation in Defence (PSCD): Overcoming the Missing “D” in CSDP?
Petar Petrov (Maastricht University)
Laura Chappell (University of Surrey)

The Discursive Construction of the CSDP in the British, Irish and Polish Parliaments, 1998-2008: Comparisons, Contrasts and Challenges
Ariella Huff (University of Cambridge)

The Influence of the EU Council Secretariat in Security and Defence Policy
Hylke Dijkstra (Maastricht University)

3L  The EU’s ESDP/CSDP Operations  Concord
Chair and Discussant: Sten Rynning (University of Southern Denmark)

ESDP Peace Operations in the Western Balkans
Emil Kirchner (University of Essex)

EU Operations in the Eastern Neighborhood and the Balkans: Comparative Role of the Union in Conflict Resolution
Sinem Akgul Acikmese (TOBB University of Economics and Technology)

Questioning the EU as a Normative Power. EU Missions in Somalia
Natividad Fernandez Sola (University of Zaragoza)

The Impact of Domestic Factors in the Secondment of Personnel in Civilian and Mixed Civil-military ESDP Operations
Omar Serrano (Institut de Hautes Études Internationales et du Développement & University of Lucerne)
THURSDAY MARCH 3, 2011

PANEL SESSION FOUR
4:00 – 5:45 p.m.

4A  Agencification at the EU Level Cape Cod
Chair: Martijn Groenleer (Delft University of Technology)
Chair: Berthold Rittberger (Universität Mannheim)
Discussant: Mark Pollack (Temple University)

European Agencies and Their Boards: Promises and Pitfalls of Managerial Accountability
Madalina Busuioc (University of Amsterdam)

Technocrats or Democrats? Exploring the Political Attitudes of EU Agency Staff
Berthold Rittberger (Universität Mannheim)

Testing the Added Value of EU Agencies: the Cases of EASA and Frontex
Adriaan Schout (Netherlands Institute of International Relations)

The Adoption of Managerial Tools among EU Agencies: Extent, Clustering, and Explanations
Nicola Belle (Bocconi University)
Dario Barbieri (Bocconi University)
Edoardo Ongaro (Bocconi University)

The Politics of Agency Creation and its Implications for Design and Development: A Comparative Study of US and EU Agencies
Martijn Groenleer (Delft University of Technology)

4B  Law and Regulation in Federal and Multi-level Systems Berkshire
Chair and Discussant: Regina Axelrod (Adelphi University)

Climate Change Politics across the Atlantic
Henrik Selin (Boston University)
Stacy VanDeveer (University of New Hampshire)

Interest Groups and Domestic European Policy Coordination. A comparison of Federal and Unitary states.
Peter Bursens (Universiteit Antwerpen)
Jan Beyers (Universiteit Antwerpen)

The Policy Effects of Multilevel Regulation in Europe. Insights from the Energy and Postal Sector
Sandra Eckert (University of Osnabrück)
THURSDAY 4:00 – 5:45 p.m.

4C The Frontiers of Europe
Chair: Silvia Kofler (European Union Washington Delegation)  
Discussant: William Sleath (European Commission & Tufts University)

The Frontiers of Europe-the Next Challenge
Federiga Bindi (University of Rome Tor Vergata & SAIS John Hopkins)

The Power of Solidarity in EU External Relations
Siegfried Schieder (University of Trier)

Parallelism and the Diplomacy of U.S.-EU Relations: Replication into Integration?
Alan Henrikson (College of Europe)

4D Roles and Strategies of Interest Groups as Legitimate Political Actors
Chair: Christine Mahoney (University of Virginia)  
Discussant: David Lowery (Pennsylvania State University & Leiden University)

Consumer Advocacy Groups: “Perfect Form,” “Fly in the Ointment” or “Toxic Agent?” A Reflection on the Legitimacy of Interest Groups as Political Actors
Henry Allen (University of East Anglia)

EU Legitimacy and NGO Professionalization: Re-defining NGO Representativeness
Vanessa Buth (University of East Anglia)

Regional Interests at Work: How Function Trump Territory
Tom Verbven (Universiteit Antwerpen)

4E European Monetary Integration: Past, Present and Future
Chair: Patrick Crowley (Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi)  
Discussant: Andrew Hughes Hallett (George Mason University)

Beyond the Economics of the Euro: Analysing the Institutional Evolution of EMU 1999-2010
Gabriel Glöckler (European Central Bank)
Paola del Favero (European Central Bank)
Marion Salines (European Central Bank)
Zbigniew Truchlewski (Central European University)

The ECB's Monetary Policy Response to the Financial Crisis in Real-Time
Florence Bouvet (Sonoma State University)
Sharmila King (University of the Pacific)

The Snake is Back: The Sustainability of the Euro Area Re-examined
Tal Sadeh (Tel Aviv University)

Uncertainty and Monetary Policy
David Mayes (University of Auckland)
Alberto Montagnoli (University of Auckland & University of Stirling)
### 4F Agendas and Negotiation in the Council

**Chair:** William Paterson (University of Aston)  
**Discussant:** Simon Bulmer (University of Sheffield)

*Changing Practice in EU Decision-making? The Impact of EU Enlargement on EU Decision-making.*
**Inge Depoorter** (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

*Formal Intergovernmental Alliances in the European Union: Disappearing or Still Alive?*
**Manja Klemencic** (University of Ljubljana)

*Governing with a Janus face: Member state Governments at Home and in Brussels*
**Amie Kreppel** (Center for European Studies, University of Florida)

*Microstates as Active and Successful Policy Shapers? Malta, Cyprus and Luxembourg in EU Negotiations*
**Diana Panke** (University College Dublin)

*The Policy-Agenda of the Council of the European Union*
**Frank Haege** (University of Limerick)

### 4G The European Parliament: Internal Politics and External Communication

**Chair:** Francis Jacobs (European Parliament, Representation to Ireland)  
**Discussant:** Andreas Maurer (European Parliament)

*A SWIFT change after Lisbon? The European Parliament's Salience in the Media*
**Katjana Gattermann** (European Institute, London School of Economics)

**Andrea Aldrich** (University of Pittsburgh)

*Where are the MEPs from the Accession Countries? Rapporteurship Assignments in the European Parliament after Enlargement*
**Michael Kaeding** (European Institute of Public Administration)

### 4H Support and Opposition towards European Integration in East, West and Accession States

**Chair:** Christine Arnold (Maastricht University & European University Institute)  
**Discussant:** Brent Nelsen (Furman University)

*A New Permissive Consensus? Explaining Turkish Political Party Support for the EU*
**Seth Jolly** (Syracuse University)  
**Sibel Oktay** (Syracuse University)

*Analyzing Icelandic Support for EU Membership*
**K. Amber Curtis** (University of Colorado at Boulder)  
**Joseph Jupille** (University of Colorado at Boulder)

*Calculation, Community and Cues in Context: Public Opinion on European Integration in the Baltics*
**Aleksander Lust** (University of Massachusetts Boston)

*Returning to Europe: Support for the European Union in post-communist Europe before and after Accession to the EU*
**Bettina Wagner** (University of Mainz)
THURSDAY 4:00 – 5:45 p.m.

4I EU Common Security and Defence Policy and EU-NATO Security Relations
Chair: Janet Adamski (University of Mary Hardin-Baylor)
Discussant: Gaye Gungor (Gediz University)

Permanent Structured Cooperation: Building Effective European Armed Forces
Sven Biscop (Egmont -The Royal Institute for International Relations)

The Future of EU-NATO Security Relations: A Comparative Foreign Policy Analysis of Turkish and French Grand Strategies
Oya Dursun-Ozkanca (Elizabethtown College)
Colette Mazzucelli (Center for Global Affairs at New York University)

The Two Faces of EU-NATO Cooperation - The Case of Counter-Piracy
Carmen Gebhard (University of Nottingham)
Simon J. Smith (Loughborough University)

4J Promoting Norms and Democracy
Chair and Discussant: Anne Wetzel (University of Zurich)

EU Involvement in the South Caucasus: Dynamics of Democratic Transition in Georgia and Azerbaijan
Ramin Shafagatov (Ghent University)

Perspectives for EU Norm Transfer in the Eastern Neighborhood: Analysis of Cross-border Cooperation Networks
Ekaterina Turkina (Hautes Etudes Commerciales Montreal)
Evgeny Postnikov (University of Pittsburgh)

Promoting the Rule of Law: the European Union and its Policy towards Ukraine
Olga Burlyuk (University of Kent)

The European Union and Democratization in the European Neighbourhood
Gergana Noutcheva (Maastricht University)

4K The EU’s Relations with China
Chair and Discussant: Fraser Cameron (Hertie School of Governance)

Normative Power or Empty Rhetoric? The EU, Human Rights and the Tibet Question
Wenwen Shen (University of Bath)

The EU as an International Actor: Lessons from the China Arms Embargo Debate
Scott A.W. Brown (University of Glasgow)

The EU’s Strategic Partnerships: The Case of China
Finn Laursen (Dalhousie University)
**THURSDAY 4:00 – 5:45 p.m.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:45-6:30 p.m.</td>
<td>EU Latin America-Caribbean Interest Section meeting</td>
<td>Concord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Speaker</strong>: Enrique Barón - former President of the European Parliament</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:45-6:30 p.m.</td>
<td>EU Law Interest Section Meeting</td>
<td>Dedham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00-9:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Research College “The Transformative Power of Europe” Reception</td>
<td>Nantucket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>By Invitation Only</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:30-7:30 p.m.</td>
<td>JCMS Sponsored Lecture</td>
<td>Cape Cod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Gary Marks</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Europe and its Empires from Rome to the European Union</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30-8:30 p.m.</td>
<td>JCMS: Journal of Common Market Studies Reception</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FRIDAY MARCH 4, 2011

PANEL SESSION FIVE
8:30 - 10:15 a.m.

5A  Competition Law and Sector Specific Regulation: Theory, Practice and Limits  
Chair and Discussant: Lee McGowan (Queen's University Belfast)

The Relationship between Competition and Regulation: A Comparative Analysis EU-US.  
Matteo Negrinotti (Tilburg Law and Economics Centre, Tilburg University)

Competition Law Enforcement and Economic Regulation: The Example of Margin Squeeze  
Niamh Dunne (University of Cambridge)

Innovation Incentives & Accuracy: The Efficacy of Competition Law Regimes in Addressing Regulatory Gaming in the Pharmaceutical Industry  
Lauren Battaglia (Tilburg University)

Regulating Public Services in the European Union: Between Competition and Solidarity  
Bojan Bugaric (University of Ljubljana)

The Politics of Merger Control: Understanding the Divergent EU Merger Review Decisions in GE-Honeywell and Boeing-McDonald Douglas  
Tim Buthe (Duke University)

5B  Perpetual Momentum? Reconsidering the Power of the European Court of Justice  
Chair: Susanne K. Schmidt (University of Bremen)  
Discussant: Fritz W. Scharpf (Max Planck Institute)

Capture and the Court of Justice  
Damian Chalmers (London School of Economics)

Strains on the European Union's Judicial Engine  
R. Daniel Kelemen (Rutgers University)

The Path-dependency of Case Law and the Free Movement of Workers  
Susanne K. Schmidt (University of Bremen)

5C  European Identity and Support for European Integration  
Chair: Guido Tiemann (Institute for Advanced Studies)  
Discussant: Sophie Duchesne (Sciences Po, Paris)

Cosmopolitan Europeans or Partisans of Fortress Europe? Postnational identity patterns in the EU  
Andrea Schlenker (University of Lucerne)

Supranational Identity: Cross-Level Relationships between Self-Identifications in a European State  
Victor Olivieri (University of Florida)

The Foundations of EU Identity: Banal Europeanism, Appreciated Europeanism and European Integration  
Laura Cram (School of Government and Public Policy, University of Strathclyde)
FRIDAY 8:30 – 10:15 a.m.

5D Towards a New History of European Law
Chair: Peter L. Lindseth (University of Connecticut)
Discussant: Michelle Egan (American University)

Dealing with the Fallout: The West German Government’s Reaction to the Constitutional Court’s Solange Decision (1974)
Bill Davies (American University)

Exploring the Hidden History of the Legal Service of the European Executives, 1952-1967
Morten Rasmussen (University of Copenhagen)

Progress or Backlash of European Law? The European Court of Justice in the Treaties of Rome’s Negotiations
Anne Boerger (University of Alberta)

5E France at the EU, G8 and G20: International Governance in Question?
Chair and Discussant: Martin Schain (New York University)

“Sarkozy l’Américain” and International Economic Governance
Sophie Meunier Aitsahalia (Princeton University)

France Back in the Chair: FPEU08, G8 and G20 Presidencies Compared
Helen Drake (Loughborough University)

The Return of the State? French Economic Policy under Nicolas Sarkozy
Jonah D. Levy (University of California, Berkeley)

5F Democracy, Accountability and Ethics in the EU
Chair and Discussant: Vivien Schmidt (Boston University)

The Post-Lisbon European Court of Auditors: Prospects for Enhancing EU Financial Accountability During Harsh Times
Maria Luisa Sanchez Barrueco (University of Deusto)

Ethical Governance and Lobbying in the EU Institutions
Michelle Cini (University of Bristol)

Improving Democratic Accountability in the EU Council of Ministers: is Publicity an Adequate Tool?
Stephanie Novak (European University Institute)

Public Ethics Reforms at the European Commission: Between Continuity and Innovation
Andreea Nastase (Central European University)
FRIDAY 8:30 – 10:15 a.m.

5G The European Commission after Lisbon
Discussant: George Ross (Brandeis University)
"Too Many Presidents Spoil the Broth - the Role of the Commission in Global Climate Change Politics"
Pamela Barnes (University of Lincoln)

Commission on the Loose? Delegated Lawmaking and Comitology after Lisbon
Vihar Georgiev (Sofia University)

Conceptualizing the Bureaucratic Quality and Capacity of the European Union
Kaija Schilde (Boston University)

Feeding the Beast of European Soft Law and Outwitting Political Hostility: the Commission as Model Shaper in the Field of Employment Policy
Helene Caune (Sciences Po, Paris & Harvard University)

You Say Potato They Say Amflora: The Commission’s “Legislation” on GMOs
Carolyn Dudek (Hofstra University)

5H New Issues in EU Studies
Chair: James Caporaso (University of Washington)
Discussant: Eva Heidbreder (Hertie School of Governance)

Bureaucratic Politics and European Integration - Do Coordination Mechanisms Matter?
Derek Beach (University of Aarhus)

Fighting Commission Decisions in Court - Theorizing Application Conflict in the European Union.
Michael W. Bauer (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)
Christian Adam (University of Konstanz)
Miriam Hartlapp (WZB - Social Science Research Center Berlin)

From Common Learning to Common Safety: Educational Tools for EU Security Architecture
Ramon Loik (Tartu University)

New Governance Meets Administrative Law: Normalization and Renewal
Rosa Comella (Columbia University)

Political Time and Power in the EU
Klaus H Goetz (Universität Potsdam)

5I EU Foreign Policy Actorness: Concept, Measurement and Evidence
Chair: Daniel C. Thomas (University College Dublin)
Discussant: Roy H. Ginsberg (Skidmore College)

EU Actorness and Effectiveness under Political Pressure at the UNFCCC COP15 Climate Change Negotiations
Lisanne Groen (University of Amsterdam)
Arne Niemann (University of Amsterdam)

Still Punching Below its Weight? Actorness and Effectiveness in EU Foreign Policy
Daniel C. Thomas (University College Dublin)

Who Controls the European External Action Service? Checks, Balances and Bureaucratic Autonomy in EU External Relations
Mark Furness (German Development Institute)

EU as a Global Actor and Securitization in International Societies - The Role of Normative Principles in Handling Security Challenges
Sanne Brasch Kristensen (Roskilde University)
FRIDAY 8:30 – 10:15 a.m.

5J Regional Integration in Comparative Perspective  
Nantucket  
Chair and Discussant: Joseph Jupille (University of Colorado)

Playing the Sovereignty Card: Sovereignty as a Semantic Weapon?  
Katja Weber (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Deploying the Idea of Solidarity in the Formation of an East Asian Community  
Sunhyuk Kim (Korea University)  
Hans Schattle (Yonsei University)

Designing the Neighbourhood? The EU’s Support for External Regional Cooperation  
Tatiana Skripka (Freie Universität Berlin)

Performance of Regional Organizations in Security and Defence  
Emil Kirchner (University of Essex)  
Roberto Dominguez (Suffolk University)

Understanding European Enlargement: Lessons from Comparative Federalism and the United States  
Tristan Vellinga (University of Florida)

5K The EU, NATO, and the Comprehensive Approach to Security Operations  
Rockport  
Chair: Sten Rynning (University of Southern Denmark)  
Discussant: Sven Biscop (Egmont - The Royal Institute for International Relations)

A New Alliance? The Making and Rationale of NATO's Comprehensive Approach  
Sten Rynning (University of Southern Denmark)

Afghanistan and Operational Challenges to the Comprehensive Approach  
Peter Dahl Thruelsen (Royal Danish Defence College)

The Lisbon Treaty and EU-NATO Relations  
Simon Duke (European Institute of Public Affairs)

5L The European External Action Service: Motivation, Implementation and Impact  
Dedham  
Chair and Discussant: Anand Menon (University of Birmingham)

European External Action Service - The Practice of Appointing Heads of EU Delegations  
Jakub Kumoch (Polish Institute of International Affairs)  
Ryszarda Formuszewicz (Polish Institute of International Affairs)

Europeanizing European Foreign Policies by Forging European Diplomats? The European External Action Service (EEAS) Beyond the Institutional Question: Europeanization and Issues of Human Resources in the EU Diplomatic Structure.  
Nivet Bastien (Institut de Relations Internationales et Stratégiques & Ecole de Management Leonard de Vinci)

The European External Action Service: Bridging the Gap between National and EU Administrations?  
Sarah Wolff (The Netherlands Institute for International Relations Clingendael)  
Adriaan Schout (The Netherlands Institute for International Relations Clingendael)

To Be or Not to Be Some Reflections on the Nature of the bEEASi  
Michael Kluth (Roskilde University)  
Jess Pilegaard (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark)
FRIDAY MARCH 4, 2011

PANEL SESSION SIX
10:30 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.

6A Decentering EU Studies: Plural Perspectives in Law, History and Politics
Chair: R. Daniel Kelemen (Rutgers University)
Discussant: Grainne de Burca (Harvard University)

Comparative Law and the Rise of the European Court of Justice
Francesca Bignami (George Washington University)

Postwar Administrative Governance and the Institutional Foundations of European Integration
Peter Lindseth (University of Connecticut)

Constructing and Deconstructing ‘Constitutional’ European Law: Some Reflections on How to Study the History of European Law
Morten Rasmussen (University of Copenhagen)

The Revealed Methods of Historians and Political Scientists on EU History
Craig Parsons (University of Oregon)

6B Testing the Limits of EU Citizenship
Chair: Jo Shaw (University of Edinburgh)
Discussant: Kenneth Armstrong (Queen Mary, University of London)

(Legal) Limits to EU Citizenship
Niamh Nic Shuibhne (University of Edinburgh)

European Union Citizenship: Enduring Patterns and Evolving Norms
Dora Kostakopoulou (University of Manchester)

Excavating the Relationship Between EU Law and National Law: the Case of Free Movement
Jo Shaw (University of Edinburgh)

Non-movers and Third-country Nationals: The Role of the European Court of Justice in Defining the Edges of European Citizenship
Anja Wiesbrock (Maastricht University)

6C European Integration and Political Party Activity
Chair: Nick Clark (Indiana University)
Discussant: Gail McElroy (Trinity College Dublin)

Party Contestation over the Future of European Integration: The Case of Germany
Andreas Wimmel (Institute for Advanced Studies)
Erica E. Edwards (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

Speaking with One Voice? Voting Behaviour of National Parties in Bicameral EU Decision-making
Monika Mühlböck (Universität Mannheim)

British/Irish Bi-national Party Organisation: Exposing the Limits to Europeanization
Mary Murphy (University College of Cork)
FRIDAY 10:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.

6D Roundtable: European Identity - The Way Ahead
Chair: Liesbet Hooghe (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Participants:
Thomas Risse (Freie Universität Berlin)
James Caporaso (University of Washington)
Vivien Schmidt (Boston University)

6E Economic Governance in the EU Before and After the Crisis
Chair: Erik Jones (Johns Hopkins University)
Discussant: Zdenek Kudrna (Austrian Academy of Sciences)

A Dance to the Music of Time: The Crisis as Creditor-Debtor State Diplomacy
Kenneth Dyson (University of Cardiff)

Creating a Gouvernement Economique - Monetary Versus Financial Integration
Michele Chang (College of Europe)

Organising the EU's Responses to the Global Economic and Financial Crisis - the Role of the European Council and the Council
Uwe Puetter (Central European University)

The Eurozone Crisis and the EU's Elusive Quest for Economic Governance
David Cameron (Yale University)

The Paradox of EMU’s External Representation: The Case of the G20 and the IMF
Dermot Hodson (Birkbeck College)

6F Euro-parties: Deepening versus Widening?
Chair: Natalia Timus (Maastricht University)
Discussant: Steven Van Hecke (Universiteit Antwerpen)

A Dwarf or a Giant? Framing the European People’s Party International Relations Perspective and the Transatlantic Backdrop
George Vital Zammit (University of Sheffield)

Euro-Parties or European Party Federations? Evidence from the 2009 European Election Manifestoes and Campaigns
Manos Sigalas (Austrian Academy of Sciences)
Monika Mokre (Austrian Academy of Sciences)

Europeanization through Transnational Cooperation: EPP’s Relations with Ukrainian Political Parties
Natalia Timus (Maastricht University)

Ana Maria Evans (Universidade de Lisboa)
Maarten Peter Vink (Maastricht University)

The Formation of the Party Groups in the Enlarged European Parliament: Interest or Ideology?
Edoardo Bressanelli (European University Institute)
FRIDAY 10:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.

6G The Europeanization of Consensus Politics in the Low Countries
Chair: Jan Beyers (Universiteit Antwerpen)
Discussant: Klaus H. Goetz (Universität Potsdam)

Dutch Corporatism under Pressure
Markus Haverland (Erasmus University)

The Europeanization of Consensus Politics in the Low Countries. Outline for a Research Agenda
Hans Vollaard (Leiden University)

The Politicization and Europeanization of Family Migration Policies in the Netherlands: Contrasting Dynamics in a Consensual Context
Saskia Bonjour (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
Maarten Peter Vink (Maastricht University)

All Quiet on the Home Front? The Domestic Impact of the Belgian Presidency
Bert Fraussen (Universiteit Antwerpen)
Yves Dejaeghere (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven)

Europeanization of National Bureaucracy-interest Group Interactions in the Low Countries
Caelesta Braun-Poppelaars (University of Antwerp)
Caspar van den Berg (Leiden University)

6H Roundtable: Multi-level Governance and its Consequences: Normative and Theoretical Perspectives
Chair: Berthold Rittberger (Universität Mannheim)

Roundtable participants
Edgar Grande (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)
Jonathan Hopkin (London School of Economics)
Gary Marks (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam & University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Simona Piattoni (University of Innsbruck)
Fritz Scharpf (Max Planck Institute)
Michael Stein (University of Toronto)

6I EU Institutions and External Relations
Chair: Neill Nugent (Manchester Metropolitan University)
Chair: Mark Rhinard (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)
Discussant: Sophie Vanhoonacker (University of Maastricht)

The Council Presidency and National Preferences
Arne Niemann (University of Amsterdam)
Emma Verhoeff (University of Amsterdam)

The European Commission's External Relations after Lisbon
Neill Nugent (Manchester Metropolitan University)
Mark Rhinard (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)

The European Council: Creating and Shaping the External Action of the EU
Wolfgang Wessels (University of Cologne)

The Lisbon Treaty Benchmarks and the European External Action Service: Coherence, Effectiveness and Visibility
Simon Duke (European Institute of Public Administration)
FRIDAY 10:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.

6J  Roundtable - The European Union and the Developing World: Challenging the Consensus
    Chair and Discussant: Maurizio Carbone (University of Glasgow)
    EU External Coherence and the Politics of Development Policy
    Christopher Hill (University of Cambridge)
    Echoes of Colonialisms: the Present of Europe’s Past
    Kalypso Nicolaidis (University of Oxford)
    CSDP and Development: Crisis Management in Holistic Context
    Jolyon Howorth (Yale University)
    Development and the Construction of Regions: the EU as Magician?
    Alberta Sbragia (University of Pittsburgh)

6K  The European Union and its Mediterranean Neighbors: Common Values for a Common Future?
    Chair: Remi Piet (University of Miami )
    Discussant: Remi Piet (University of Miami)
    Discussant: Markus Thiel
    Common Values in the Mediterranean? How Democratic Promotion and Environmental Protection could Ensure the Success of the Union for the Mediterranean.
    Remi Piet (University of Miami)
    EU Trade, Aid, and Democratic Assistance to the Southern Mediterranean Countries: Why Have Impacts on Political Liberalization and Democratization Been so Modest?
    Dana Shuqom (University of Miami)
    Good Cop, Bad Cop Games? The Value of Internal Rights Policies in the Creation of an External EU Border Regime
    Markus Thiel (Florida International University)
    Two Paths to Democracy: The United States and the European Union in the Mediterranean Area
    Diana Soller (Instituto da Defesa Nacional, Portugal)

6L  The Europeanisation of National Foreign Policies and Security Identities?
    Chair and Discussant: Reuben Wong (National University of Singapore)
    EU Conflict Resolution in the Middle East: The Europeanization of Germany’s National Foreign Policy
    Patrick Mueller (Institute for European Integration Research, Austrian Academy of Sciences)
    How Far has the CFSP “Europeized” the National Foreign Policy Objectives of Member States?
    Nicholas Wright (University of East Anglia)
    Origins and Development of a Common European Strategic Culture: The Role of the European Security and Defence College
    Antoine Vandemoortele (European University Institute)
    Turkish Foreign Policy Making Institutions in the Post-Helsinki Period: The Discourse of Europeanisation in the Case of the Cyprus Issue.
    Athanasios Manis (European Institute, London School of Economics)

LUNCH 12:15-2:00pm

12:30-1:45 p.m. EU Economics Section Sponsored Speaker:
    President of the Boston Federal Reserve, Eric Rosengren
    Grand Ballroom

12:30-1:30 p.m. EU Public Opinion and Participation Interest Section meeting
    Concord

12:30-1:30 p.m. EU as a Global Actor Interest Section meeting
    Plymouth
FRIDAY MARCH 4, 2011

PANEL SESSION SEVEN
2:00 - 3:45 p.m.

7A  ECJ Litigation: Process, Strategy and Impact
Chair and Discussant: Susanne Schmidt (University of Bremen)

Decision-Making and Structural Changes in the European Court of Justice after Two Eastern Enlargements
Bilyana Petkova (University of Kent, Brussels)
Tomas Dumbrovsky (Yale University)

Inside the Repeat Player: The European Commission before the Court of Justice
Andreas Hofmann (University of Cologne & University of Chicago)

Non-compliance as Bargaining Failure: Strategic Interaction under Uncertainty and the Escalation of Infringement Proceedings
Tobias Hofmann (College of William & Mary)

With Luxemburg in Mind: The Making of National Policies in the Face of ECJ Jurisprudence
Michael Blauberger (European University Institute)

7B  The Best Practice of EU Soft Law Governance
Chair: Gráinne de Burca (Harvard University)
Discussant: Susana Borras (Copenhagen Business School)

Analysing the Effectiveness of EU Soft Law: the Case of the European Employment Strategy
Paul Copeland (University of Manchester)
Beryl ter Haar (Leiden University)

Coherence in EU External Relations: A Quantitative Content Analysis of the European Neighbourhood Policy Soft Legal Action Plans
Bart Van Vooren (University of Copenhagen)

Methods of Open Coordination and Channels of Influence: Parliament, Media and Policy Change
Rik de Ruiter (University of Twente)

The Judicialization of Soft Law
Stefan Ouna (Hautes Etudes Commerciales Paris)

Explaining Divergent Implementation of the European Researcher Charter and the Code of Conduct: the Case of Spain and Norway
Jose Real-Dato (Universidad de Almeria)
Meng-Hsuan Chou (University of Oslo)

7C  Interest Group Activity in EU Politics
Chair: Sophie Duchesne (Sciences Po, Paris)
Discussant: Christine Arnold (Maastricht University & European University Institute)

Adaptation of the Regional Representations to the Brussels Lobbying Arena - the Case of Poland
Renata Surowiec (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

Europeanisation of the European Student Movement
Manja Klemencic (University of Ljubljana)

Opening a Door: National Interest Groups Post-Lisbon
Alexandra Cirone (Columbia University)

Outside the Public’s Eye: Explaining Domestic Interest Group Mobilization at the EU level
Marcel Hanegraaff (Universiteit Antwerpen)
**FRIDAY 2:00 – 3:45 p.m.**

**7D Roundtable: Theorizing EU Politics in Brittle Times**
Grand Ballroom
Chair: Liesbet Hooghe (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam & University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

Roundtable participants
- Maurizio Cotta (University of Siena)
- Renaud Dehousse (Sciences-Po, Paris)
- Catherine De Vries (University of Amsterdam)
- Alberta Sbragia (University of Pittsburgh)
- Bernard Steunenberg (Leiden University)

**7E Ideas, Learning and Uncertainty in Times of Economic Crisis**
Quincy
Chair and Discussant: Jean-Marc Trouille (Bradford University School of Management)

Managing Change with Ideas: The Political Role of the European Central Bank During the Crisis
Clément Fontan (PACTE Université de Grenoble)

Structural Reform in the EU member States: Does Europe 2020 Represent Learning from Lisbon Strategy?
Ramunas Vilpisauskas (Vilnius University)

The EMU’s First Real Crisis: A Persistent Lack of Good Ideas?
Matthias Matthijs (American University)

When Does Debt Get Scary? The Economic and Political Aspects of Debt Sustainability
Zsofia Barta (The SAIS Bologna Center, Johns Hopkins University)

**7F Exploring EU Institutions over Time**
Rockport
Chair: Morten Rasmussen (University of Copenhagen)
Discussant: Mark A. Pollack (Temple University)

Lise Rye (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)

Institutional Barriers to CAP Reform? The Commission’s Directorate-General for Agriculture in the 1970s and early 1980s
Katja Seidel (University of Westminster)

Searching for the Ordoliberal Origin of European Integration. Lessons from the Politics of the European Recovery Program
Takeshi Ito (European University Institute & Senshu University)

The High Authority: Utilizing American Models, Institutionalizing European Dilemmas?
Brigitte Leucht (University of Oxford)

**7G Roundtable: EU-Russia relations: Rivalry or Cooperation?**
Cape Cod
Chair: Ana E. Juncos (University of Bristol)
Discussant: Stephanie B. Anderson (University of Wyoming)

Roundtable Participants
- Derek Averre (University of Birmingham)
- Fraser Cameron (The EU-Russia Centre)
- Maxine David (University of Surrey)
- Tom Casier (University of Kent)
FRIDAY 2:00–3:45 p.m.

7H Strategic Europeanization: Four Case Studies
Discussant: Robert Harmsen (University of Luxembourg)

- Europeanisation and Globalisation Parallel, Intertwined or Opposing? Assessing the Swedish Approach in Värmland and Västra Götaland
  Malin Stegmann-McCallion (University of Karlstad)

- The Bologna Process as an Instance of Strategic Europeanisation
  Gangolf Braband (University of Luxembourg)

  Lee McGowan (Queen's University Belfast)

- The Epistemic Dimension of European Integration. Constructing the Europe of Knowledge
  Thomas Pfister (University of Konstanz)

7I EU Regulatory Politics under the Shadow of WTO Law
Chair: Ferdi De Ville (Ghent University)
Discussant: Alasdair R. Young (University of Glasgow)

- Searching for Immunity under the Shadow of WTO Law: Explaining EU Preferences on Trade-and-Environment in the Doha Development Agenda
  Arlo Poletti (Universiteit Antwerpen)
  Daniela Sicurelli (University of Trento)

- The Shadow of WTO Law and EU Regulation: a Historical Institutionalist Perspective
  Ferdi De Ville (Ghent University)

- European Union meets South Korea: Bureaucratic Interests, Exporter Discrimination and the Negotiations of New Trade Agreements
  Manfred Elsig (University of Bern)

7J Reworking National Foreign Policy: Europeanisation and International Relations
Chair: Roy Ginsberg (Skidmore College)
Discussant: Osvaldo Croci (Memorial University)

- Are We There Yet? From Adaptation to Europeanisation - Poland and the Common Foreign and Security Policy of the EU
  Karolina Pomorska (Maastricht University)

- The End of Germany’s European Policy as We Know It?
  Patricia Daehnhardt (Lusíada University and Portuguese Institute for International Relations)

- National and European Foreign Policies: towards Europeanization?
  Reuben Wong (National University, Singapore)
  Christopher Hill (University of Cambridge)

- Punching Below its Weight: Romanian Foreign Policy and the Impact of its European Integration
  Irina Angelescu (University of Rome Tor Vergata, The Brookings Institute, & Institut de Hautes Études Internationales et du Développement)
**FRIDAY 2:00 – 3:45 p.m.**

**7K  The European Parliament in the Aftermath of Lisbon: New Positions and Functions in the Inter-institutional Spectrum**

Chair: **Brigid Laffan** (University College Dublin)
Discussant: **Michael Kaeding** (European Institute of Public Administration)

**Codecision and its Discontents: Intra-Organisational Politics and Institutional Reform in the European Parliament**

**Adrienne Héritier** (European University Institute)
**Christine Reh** (University College London)

**Evolving Relations between the European Parliament and the National Parliaments in the Aftermath of the Lisbon Treaty**

**Francis Jacobs** (European Parliament, Representation to Ireland)

**Framework Agreements between the European Parliament and the Commission: the “Legislative Contract” and Tool-kit for Parliamentarising the Treaty’s Grey Areas**

**Andreas Maurer** (German Institute for International and Security Affairs & European Parliament)

**Towards a More Representative European Democracy: The Role of Reformed Electoral Procedures**

**Wilhelm Lehmann** (European Parliament & European University Institute)

---

**7L  The Scope and Limits of EU External Governance. Part II: Conceptual Reflections**

Chair and Discussant: **Frank Schimmelfennig** (Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich)

**A Critical Remedy for the (Apparently Irremediable) Capabilities-Expectations Gap: the European Union as a Conveniently-conflicted Counter-hegemon**

**David J. Bailey** (University of Birmingham)
**Fabienne Bussuyt** (Aston University & Ghent University)

**Change through Rapprochement? The Socializing Power of EU External Governance**

**Tina Freyburg** (Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich)

**Normative Power as Hegemony**

**Thomas Diez** (University of Tuebingen)

**The EU as a Functionalist Hegemon**

**Sandra Lavenex** (University of Lucerne)
FRIDAY MARCH 4, 2011

PANEL SESSION EIGHT
4:00 – 5:45 p.m.

8A  Europe in Asia
Concord
Chair: Martyn de Bruyn (Northeastern Illinois University)
Discussant: Anja Jetschke (University of Freiburg)

Theorizing ASEAN Economic Integration
Min-hyung Kim (Illinois Wesleyan University)

Inter Korean Cooperation in Fisheries Industry: Lessons in Trust Building from the ECSC
Martyn de Bruyn (Northeastern Illinois University)

Learning from the EU Model? An Assessment on the 'Europeanization' in Japan and Taiwan
Pokuan Wu (National Taiwan University)
Sachiko Hirakawa (GIARI, Waseda University)

8B  Roundtable: Deepening or Widening? Debating the European Union's Agenda for the Next Decade
Cape Cod
Chair: Mark Pollack (Temple University)

Roundtable participants
Ulrich Sedelmeier (London School of Economics)
Milada Anna Vachudova (University of North Carolina)
Wade Jacoby (Brigham Young University)
Rachel Epstein (University of Denver)
Michael Leigh (European Commission)
Danijela Dolonec (Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich)

8C  Dynamics and Heterogeneity in Support for European Integration
Rockport
Chair and Discussant: Gianfranco Baldini (University of Bologna)

Age and Attitudes: Where's the Action? Life-Cycle and Cohort effects on Support for “Europe”
Ian Down (University of Tennessee - Knoxville)
Carole J Wilson (Southern Methodist University)

Dynamics and Heterogeneity of European Public Opinion
Christine Arnold (Maastricht University and EUI)
Madeleine Hosli (Leiden University)

Information Effects and Support for European Integration
Nick Clark (Indiana University)
Tim Hellwig (Indiana University)

Unpacking Cognitive Mobilization: The Effect of Information on EU Support and Attitude Ambiguity
Florian Stoeckel (University of North Carolina)
FRIDAY 4:00 – 5:45 p.m.

8D EU Citizenship Rights
Chair and Discussant: Willem Maas

**Denmark and the European “Rights Revolution.” The Case of Citizenship and Family Unification under EU Law**
Marlene Wind (University of Copenhagen)

**New Perspectives on European Citizenship and Rights: the Roma**
Neil Cruickshank (Algoma University)

**Reconceptualising the EU’s Market Freedoms as Union Citizenship Rights: Towards a Citizenship Right to Pursue an Economic Activity in a Cross-border Context?**
Alina Tryfonidou (University of Leicester)

**The Evolution of Union Citizenship between Judicial and Legislative Action**
Ferdinand Wollenschläger (University of Munich)

8E Territorial Regulation and Governance in Europe: Theoretical Issues and Empirical Demonstrations
Chair: Romain Pasquier (Sciences Po Rennes)
Discussant: Xabier Itcaina (Sciences Po Bordeaux)

**EU Maritime Policy and the Lobbying of Territorial Actors**
Virginie Saliou (Sciences Po Rennes)

**Challenging the EU Locally: The 2009 European Milk Strike in the French Basque Country**
Xabier Itcaina (Sciences Po Bordeaux)

**Climate Change and Patterns of Governance in Alpine Regions. The Case of Water Management in the Aosta and Ossola Valley**
Beatrice Mosello (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies – Geneva)

**EU Cohesion Policy and Urban Capacities: The Case of Ile de France**
Romain Pasquier (Sciences Po Rennes)

**When Europe Encounters Urban Governance: Policy Types and Actors Games in the Case of Waste Management and Air Quality Policy in the EU**
Samuele Dossi (University of Exeter)

8F Historiography and History Politics in European Integration
Chair: Jan Ifversen (Aarhus University)
Discussant: Wolfram Kaiser (University of Portsmouth)

**Building Eurafrica: Reviving Colonialism through European Integration, 1920-1960**
Peo Hansen (Linköping University)
Stefan Jonsson (Linköping University)

**Crisis, What Crisis? Narrating Crisis and Decline in the European Union**
Vincent Della Sala (University of Trento)

**Italian Narratives of European Integration**
Mark Gilbert (The SAIS Bologna Center, Johns Hopkins University)

**Myth-making and History Politics in European Integration**
Jan Ifversen (Aarhus University)
Christoffer Kalvraa (Aarhus University)
**FRIDAY 4:00 – 5:45 p.m.**

**8G  Critical Interventions to the European Studies: Europeanisation Literature and Turkey**  
Chair: **Tanja Börzel** (Freie Universität Berlin)  
Discussant: **Paul Kubicek** (Oakland University)

“Europe-as-hegemony” and Discourses in Turkey after 1999: Dialogue with the Europeanisation Literature  
**Basak Alpan** (Middle East Technical University)

Beyond EU Conditionality? An Interactive Approach for External Europeanization: The Case of Minority Rights in Turkey  
**Gozde Yılmaz** (Freie Universität Berlin)

Beyond Sender-Receiver Models: Turkey’s Europeanization within World Society  
**Didem Buhari-Gulmez** (Royal Holloway, University of London)

Europeanization of Local Decision-Making Progress: Questioning Turkish Political Culture Differentiation  
**Ersin Yılmaz** (Technical University Darmstadt)

**Digdem Soyaltın** (Freie Universität Berlin)

**8H  The Legitimacy of the EU: Moving Forward After Lisbon**  
Chair and Discussant: **Thomas Risse** (Freie Universität Berlin)

Contention and Legitimacy in the EU: Evidence from the Conflict over the Bolkestein Directive  
**Amandine Crespy** (Université Libre de Bruxelles)

Democracy and Legitimacy in the European Union Revisited: Input, Output and Throughput  
**Vivien Schmidt** (Boston University)

Representation, Deliberation and the Legitimacy of the EU  
**John Erik Fossum** (ARENA Centre for European Studies, University of Oslo)  
**Erik O. Eriksen** (ARENA Centre for European Studies, University of Oslo)

The Case for Democracy in the European Union  
**Francis Cheneval** (Université Libre de Bruxelles)  
**Frank Schimmelfennig** (Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich)

**8I  EU-Africa Relations: Interests, Norms, Coherence**  
Chair: **Maurizio Carbone** (University of Glasgow)  
Discussant: **Patrick Holden** (University of Plymouth)

The Power of Solidarity in the European Union’s Aid Policy  
**Siegfried Schieder** (University of Trier)

The Africa-EU Partnership on Peace and Security: Between Rhetoric and Facts  
**Nicoletta Pirozzi** (Università Cattolica, Milan/Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI), Rome)

The Struggle for EU-SSA EPAs: a Conflict between Old and New Regionalism?  
**Gerrit Faber** (Utrecht University)  
**Jan Orbie** (Ghent University)

EU Promotion of Participatory Governance in the ACP: The Case of Fisheries Policy  
**Anne Wetzel** (University of Zurich)
FRIDAY 4:00 – 5:45 p.m.

8J Policy-making and Interest Group Behavior in the European Union and Beyond  
Chair: Heike Klüver (University of Oxford)  
Discussant: Anne Rasmussen (Leiden University)

Advocacy and Agenda-setting in the US and the EU: the Case of Displaced Rights  
Christine Mahoney (University of Virginia)

Bringing Brussels Home? -European Integration and Issue Portfolio Evolution of Organized Interests  
Bert Fraussen (Universiteit Antwerpen)

Informational Lobbying in the European Union: Explaining Information Supply to the European Commission  
Heike Klüver (University of Oxford)

The European Union and anti-nuclear mobilizations: from rejection in the 1970's to protest in the 2000's in Strasbourg and Brussels  
Emmanual Rivat (Science Po Bordeaux and University of Amsterdam)

Chair: Shawn Donnelly (University of Twente)

Roundtable Participants  
Kenneth Dyson (University of Cardiff)  
Lucia Quaglia (University of Sussex & Max Planck Institute)  
Uwe Puetter (Central European University)  
Patrick Leblond (University of Ottawa)  
Dermot Hodson (Birkbeck College)  
Tal Sadeh (Tel Aviv University)

8L The European Union and the Great Powers: Towards a New Diplomacy?  
Chair: Jolyon Howorth (Yale University)  
Discussant: Roy Ginsberg (Skidmore College)

Does Strategic Diplomacy Make a Strategic Difference in the EU's Relations with the Great Powers? The Diplomacy of the EU's “Strategic Partnership” with China  
Michael Smith (Loughborough University)

The EU's Common Security and Development Policy? How the Securitisation of Development Affects EU Diplomacy Towards Developing Countries and Emergent Powers  
Stephanie Anderson (University of Wyoming)  
John Williams (University of Wyoming)

The EU, India and the United States: Competitive Diplomacy in Great Power Politics  
David Allen (Loughborough University)

The Rise of the European External Action Service: Putting the Strategy Into EU Diplomacy?  
Richard Whitman (University of Bath)

5:45-6:30 p.m. EUSA Political Economy Interest Section meeting  
Concord

5:45-6:30 p.m. Teaching the EU Interest Section Meeting  
Dedham

5:45-6:30 p.m. EUSA EU and the Developing World Interest Section meeting  
Sturbridge
6:30-7:15 p.m.  EUSA Prizes Ceremony  

EUSA Award for Lifetime Achievement in European Studies  
Jeremy Richardson  
Award presented by Berthold Rittberger  

EUSA Award for Best Book Published in 2009 or 2010  
Sara Hobolt  
Europe in Question  

Honorable Mention  
Paul Craig  
The Lisbon Treaty: Law, Politics and Treaty Reform  
Marc Howard  
The Politics of Citizenship in Europe  

EUSA Award for Best Dissertation Defended in 2009 or 2010  
Nikoleta Yordanova  

EUSA Award for Best Paper Presented at the 2009 EUSA Conference  
Tina Freyburg-Planting the Seeds of Change  

Addresses by:  

Adrienne Héritier- EUSA Executive Committee Chair  

Silvia Kofler- Spokesperson, Head of Press and Public Diplomacy,  
Delegation of the European Union to the United States  

Enrique Barón- Member of the European Parliament (1986-2008), President (1989-92)  

Monika Holik- European Commission, Education, Audiovisual and Culture  
Executive Agency, Head of Unit  

7:15-8:15 p.m.  EUSA Biennial Conference Reception  
Co-sponsored by:  
Boston University  
The Network of European Union Centers of Excellence  
The International Association for the Study of German Politics  

Cape Cod
SATURDAY MARCH 5, 2011

PANEL SESSION NINE
8:30 - 10:15 a.m.

9A The European Commission in Question: an Administration of the Twenty-First Century?
Chair: Klaus Goetz (Universität Potsdam)
Discussants: Renaud Dehousse (Sciences Po, Paris)
Jarle Trondal (University of Adger)

A Silent Transformation: Presidentialization and Administrative Centralization in the European Commission
Hussein Kassim (University of East Anglia)

Explaining Staff Attitudes towards Management Change in the European Commission
Michael Bauer (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)

Navigating the European Commission
John Peterson (University of Edinburgh)

What Do They Believe? Institutional Views, Ideology, Policy Scope
Liesbet Hooghe (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill & Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

9B The ECJ and National Courts: Networking and Dialogue
Chair: Francesca Bignami (George Washington University School of Law)
Discussant: Francesca Bignami (George Washington University School of Law)

“Government Contained:” Explaining Spanish Supreme Court’s Decisions on EU Law
Juan A. Mayoral (European University Institute)

Reconsidering the Principle of Separation of Powers: Judicial Networking and Institutional Balance in the Process of European Integration
Mattia Magrassi (University of Trento)

The Role of Judicial Networks: Evolving Judicial Dialogue and Shaping EU Law?
Noreen O'Meara (Queen Mary, University of London)

Transnational Judicial Dialogue and Evolving Jurisprudence in the Process of European Legal Integration
Kelley Littlepage (University of Oregon)
**SATURDAY 8:30 – 10:15 a.m.**

**9C Mass-Elite Linkages in the European Union**
Chair: Erik Tillman (DePaul University)
Discussant: Sven-Oliver Proksch (University of Mannheim)

- Political Parties and the Mobilization of Collective Identities on European Integration
  - Stephanie Bergbauer (University of Mainz)

- Parties, Public Opinion & European Integration: How Do Citizens Respond to Party Polarization on the Issue of European Integration
  - Caitlin Milazzo (University of California, Davis)
  - Catherine de Vries (University of Amsterdam)

- Public Confidence in the EU: A Multivariate Analysis of the World Values Survey’s Fifth Wave
  - John Constantelos (Grand Valley State University)
  - Polly Diven (Grand Valley State University)

**9D Mapping Teaching Tools in EU Studies: Methodologies and Hypotheses**
Chair: Roberto Farneti (Free University of Bozen)
Discussant: Stefania Baronecchi (Free University of Bozen)

- Distance Learning as an Alternative Method of Teaching European Studies
  - Natalia Timus (University of Maastricht)

- Does Europe Exist? Good Question, Let us Debate: The Approach of Problem Based Learning in European Union Studies
  - Heidi Maurer (University of Maastricht)
  - Christine Neuhold (University of Maastricht)

- Social Networks as Teaching Tools
  - Roberto Farneti (Free University of Bozen)
  - Irene Bianchi (Free University of Bozen)
  - Johannes Niederhauser (Free University of Bozen)

- Teaching European Studies: A Blended Learning Approach
  - Alexandra Mihai (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

**9E Social Policy and Europe's Economic Future**
Chair: Barbara Haskel (McGill University)
Discussant: Petia Kostadinova (University of Florida)

- New Forms of Social Stratification Not Between, but Within, Genders
  - Allison E. Rovny (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

- Reinserting the social: Europe 2020 and Social Policy
  - Jane Jenson (Université de Montréal)

- Voice Without Vote? Comparing the Influence of the Committee of Regions and the European Economic and Social Committee in the European Union
  - Diana Panke (University of California, Davis)
  - Christoph Hoennige (Technische Universität Kaiserslautern)
SATURDAY 8:30 – 10:15 a.m.

9F Implementation and Transposition of EU Policies
Chair: Madalina Busuioc (Amsterdam Centre for European Law and Governance)
Discussant: Michelle Cini (University of Bristol)

A Tale of Two Cultures: the Implementation of Global and European Rules in a National Administration
Christer Gulbrandsen (ARENA Centre for European Studies, University of Oslo)

Beyond Scrutiny: Analyzing the Transposition of EU Directives by National Parliaments
Carina Sprungk (Freie Universität Berlin)

Micro-Institutions and the Transformation of the European Union
Oliver Buntrock (University of Siegen, University of Bremen)

Michael Kaeding (European Institute of Public Administration)
Alan Hardacre (European Institute of Public Administration)

9G Beyond the Mainstream: Alternative Approaches to European Integration
Chair: Philipp Genschel (Jacobs University Bremen)
Discussant: Markus Jachtenfuchs (Hertie School of Governance)

Federalism in the EU: New Member States and Monetary Union
Alessandro Cagossi (West Virginia University)

Geopolitics and Integration Theory
Dave Andrews (Scripps College)

Integration Theory and Differentiation
Frank Schimmelfennig (Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich)
Dirk Leuffen (University of Konstanz)
Berthold Rittberger (Universität Mannheim)

Wider and Deeper? Enlargement and Integration in the European Union
R. Daniel Kelemen (Rutgers University)
Anand Menon (University of Birmingham)
Jonathan Slapin (University of Houston)

9H Anti-Americanism in Europe in the Obama Era
Chair: Sophie Meunier (Princeton University)
Discussant: Monti Datta (University of Richmond)

Anti-Americanism in Europe: A Comparison of Great Britain, France, Germany, and Poland
Heiko Beyer (Georg August University Gottingen)

The Political Functions of Anti-Americanism in Europe
Sophie Meunier (Princeton University)

Transatlanticism is Dead! Long Live the New Transglobal Partnership!
Dana Adriana Puia Morel (European Commission)
**SATURDAY 8:30 – 10:15 a.m.**

**9I  European Foreign Policy in a Changing World**

Chair and Discussant: **Aleksander Lust** (University of Massachusetts Boston)

- **EU and the Strategic Partnerships: Searching for a Strategic Meaning - How the EU is Looking for Strategic Guidance for iteself and for its Partnerships**
  - **Thomas Renard** (Egmont - The Royal Institute for International Relations)

- **The EU’s Normative Power in a Multipolar World**
  - **Daniel Fiott** (Madariaga - College of Europe Foundation)

- **The EU’s Representation in the G7, G8 and G20: What Role for Small States?**
  - **Skander Nasra** (Ghent University)
  - **Peter Debaere** (Ghent University)

- **The Impact of the Enlargement Policy on the Foreign Policies of the EU Member States: Lessons from Greece and Germany**
  - **Theofanis Exadaktylos** (University of Exeter)

**9J  The ‘New’ Member States’ Foreign Policy Preferences**

Chair and Discussant: **Sven Biscop** (Egmont - The Royal Institute for International Relations)

- **Europeanization of the Polish Foreign Policy as the Key to the Future of Eastern Partnership**
  - **Monika Sus** (University of Wroclaw)

- **Go East: The Domestic Roots of the Policy of the Eastern EU Members Towards the EU’s Periphery**
  - **Tsveta Petrova** (Harvard University)

- **Security Culture and CFSP: The Visegrad Countries and EU-Russia Relations**
  - **David Cadier** (Centre d’Études et de Recherches Internationales, Sciences Po, Paris)

- **The Internal Drivers of the Evolving EU Position vis-a-vis Russia: From Common Strategy to Intractable Divisions**
  - **Dessislava Kirilova** (Yale University)

- **Visegrad Group Cooperation and Russia**
  - **Martin Dangerfield** (University of Wolverhampton)

**9K  The Scope and Limits of EU External Governance: Comparative Perspectives**

Chair: **Sandra Lavenex** (University of Lucerne)

Discussant: **Thomas Diez** (University of Tuebingen)

- **External Governance by Whom? The Role of Member States in the Single European Sky Project**
  - **Dirk Lehmkuhl** (University of St. Gallen)

- **Good Governance and Bad Neighbours. The End of Transformative Power Europe?**
  - **Vera van Hüllen** (Freie Universität Berlin)
  - **Tanja Boerzel** (Freie Universität Berlin)

- **EU External Relations as a Community of Practice?**
  - **Federica Bicchi** (London School of Economics)

- **The Eastern Partnership: The Burial Ground of Enlargement Hopes?**
  - **Amy Verdun** (University of Victoria)

- **The External Governance of EU Migration in Croatia and Macedonia**
  - **Andrew Geddes** (Sheffield University)
SATURDAY 8:30 – 10:15 a.m.

9L Trade Policy

Chair and Discussant: Alasdair Young (University of Glasgow)

“Normative Power Europe” and European Economic Integration
Shumei CHEN (Southeast University)
Jun SHAO (Southeast University)
Kangning XU (Southeast University)

Beyond the Rationalist Paradigm in EU Trade Policy: Economic Narratives and the EU-Korea Free Trade Agreement
Gabriel Siles-Brugge (University of Sheffield)

Conciliating Trade Disputes in Transatlantic Relations
Tamara Takač (Utrecht University)

History Matters: Principal Control in EU Trade Negotiations
Magdalena Frennhoff Larsen (University of Westminster)

Normative Power or Normative Window-dressing? An Analysis of the European Union’s Position on Labor Standards
Johan Adriaensen (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven)
Montserrat Gonzalez Garibay (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven)
SATURDAY MARCH 5, 2011

PANEL SESSION TEN
10:30 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.

10A EU Crisis Regulation: The Financial Crisis and Beyond
Chair and Discussant: Uwe Puetter (Central European University)

Does the Emperor Have Financial Crisis Clothes? The Legal and Constitutional Basis for the European Supervisory Authorities
Elaine Fahey (European University Institute & Dublin Institute of Technology)

Financial Regulation of the EU after the Subprime Crisis: From a Regional Standard to a Global Standard?
Yasuko Asano (University of Tsukuba)

Inter-State Solidarity and Burden-Sharing: The Pillars of a New European Regime for Financial Crisis Management?
Seraina Gruenewald (Yale University)

10B The EU’s Impact on New Members after Enlargement
Chair and Discussant: David R. Cameron (Yale University)

Has EU Accession Helped or Hindered LGBT Rights in Poland?
Conor O’Dwyer (University of Florida)

Living in Parallel Universes? The Implementation of EU Rules on Movable Cultural Heritage in Bulgaria
Bernard Steunenberg (Leiden University)
Antoaneta Dimitrova (Leiden University)

Post-Accession Compliance: International Incentives and Domestic Politics in Bulgaria and Romania
Aneta Spendzharova (University of Maastricht)
Milada Vachudova (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

Why are the New Member States so Good? Post-accession Compliance with EU Law after the 2004 Enlargement
Ulrich Sedelmeier (London School of Economics and Political Science & Hanse Wissenschaftskolleg)

10C Party Competition in Europe
Chair: Catherine de Vries (University of Amsterdam)
Discussants: Heike Klüver (University of Oxford); Jae-Jae Spoon (University of Iowa)

Expert Placements of Party Positions on European Integration: Evidence from a Survey Experiment
Ryan Bakker (University of Georgia)
Catherine de Vries (University of Amsterdam)

Explaining the Dimensionality of Party Politics in Europe
Seth Jolly (Syracuse University)
Jonathan Polk (University of Georgia)

Fickle Parties or Changing Dimensions? Testing the Comparability of the Comparative Party Manifesto Data Across Time
Erica E Edwards (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

Jan Rovny (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
SATURDAY 10:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.

10D Teaching the European Union: Opportunities and Challenges
Chair and Discussant: Gretchen Van Dyke (The University of Scranton)

Chocolate or “Vegelate:” Teaching the EU through the Chocolate Directive
Joseph Jozwiak (Texas A&M - Corpus Christi)

Demystifying European Security: Developing an Accessible Approach to European Security Instruction
Andrew Wolff (Dickinson College)

The European Union Certificate Program and Collaborative Online Teaching
Heather Mbaye (University of West Georgia)

10E Roundtable on The Financial and Debt Crises: Is It Really the End for the EU and the Euro?
Chair: Patrick Leblond (University of Ottawa)

Roundtable Participants
Kevin Featherstone (London School of Economics)
Erik Jones (The SAIS Bologna Center, Johns Hopkins University)
Jacob Kirkegaard (Peter G. Peterson Institute for International Economics)
Amy Verdun (University of Victoria)
Nicolas Veron (Bruegel)

10F Inter-institutional Relations and Politics
Chair: Juergen Mittag (University of Bochum)
Discussant: Jonathan Slapin (University of Houston)

Deals between the Council and the European Parliament Behind Closed Doors? The Choice for Agreeing Early in the Co-decision Procedure
Rik de Ruiter (University Twente)
Christine Neuhold (Maastricht University)

Process and Forms of Accountability: the European Parliament, the Commission and Enforcement of EU Obligations
Melanie Smith (Cardiff University)

The Distribution of the Power among National and Supranational Actors in the European Union
Robert Thomson (Trinity College Dublin)

Who Sets the Agenda? How the European Council and the Team Presidencies are Undermining the Commission’s Prerogative
Doreen Allerkamp (Universität Mannheim)
SATURDAY 10:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.

10G The Influence of International Institutions on the EU
Chair: Oriol Costa (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)
Discussant: Xinyuan Dai (University of Illinois)

- Analysing the Influence of International Institutions on the EU
  Oriol Costa (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)
  Knud Erik Jorgensen (Aarhus University)

- External Obligations and Internal Politics: The Impact of WTO Rules on EU Policies
  Alasdair Young (University of Glasgow)

- Linking up Levels of Governance: The Influence of International Institutions on the EU through EU Agencies
  Martijn Groenleer (Delft University of Technology)

- The EU Counter-terrorist Financing Regime and the Influence of International Actors
  Christian Kaunert (European University Institute & University of Salford)
  Sarah Leonard (Sciences Po, Paris & University of Salford)

The External Institutional Context Matters: the EU in International Negotiations
- Tom Delreux (Université Catholique de Louvain)
- Edith Drieskens (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven)
- Bart Kerremans (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven)
- Chad Damro (University of Edinburgh)

10H Book Roundtable: The Sociology of the European Union
Participants:
- Thomas Risse (Freie Universität Berlin)
- Peter A. Hall (Harvard University)
- Virginie Guiraudon (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, France)
- Ian Manners (Roskilde University)
- Jason Beckfield (Harvard University)
- George Ross (Brandeis University)

10I European Foreign and Security Policy post-Lisbon: Sisyphus in Action?
Chair: Jolyon Howorth (Yale University)
Discussant: Stephen Walt (Harvard University)

- A Military Strategy for the EU
  Sven Biscop (Egmont - The Royal Institute for International Relations)

- The "New Faces" of Europe: Assessing the Performance of Catherine Ashton and Herman von Rompuy on the Global Stage
  Jolyon Howorth (Yale University)

- The New European Embassies and the Rise of the Supranational Diplomat
  Mai'a Cross (University of Southern California)

- The Union's Foreign Policy Post-Lisbon: Reinvention, Reform and Stasis
  Richard Whitman (University of Bath)
**SATURDAY 10:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.**

10J The Development of EU Foreign Policy  
Chair and Discussant: Nathaniel Copsen  

*European Integration as a Security Project - an Ideational Approach to EU-neighbourhood Relations*  
Laura Dib (University of Helsinki)

*External Triggers and Identity Formation: Cold War Crossroads in the Evolution of European Foreign Policy*  
Kai Hebel (University of Oxford)  
Tobias Lenz (University of Oxford)

*The Implications of Soft Bandwagoning for the Common Foreign and Security Policy*  
Zachary Selden (University of Florida)

10K Transatlantic Relations in the Wider World  
Chair and Discussant: John Peterson (University of Edinburgh)

*A EU-US Partnership for a Multipolar World*  
João Almeida (European Commission)

*EuroAtlanticism: Cooperating for Africa's Peace*  
Toni Haastrup (University of Edinburgh)

*European Responses to US Diplomacy: 'Special Relationships', Transatlantic Governance and World Order*  
Michael Smith (Loughborough University)

*Transatlanticism is Dead! Long Live the New Transglobal Partnership!*  
Dana Adriana Puia Morel (European Commission)

10L Turkey and the EU  
Chair and Discussant: Federica Bicchi

*EU and non-EU European Countries at the UN Security Council: The Limits of Europeanisation*  
Ozlem Terzi (Istanbul University)

*Europeanization of Turkish Competition Policy*  
Umut Aydin (Bogazici University)

*Identity and Compliance: How and When do Islamic Actors Comply with EU Democratic Criteria?*  
Arolda Elbasani (WZB - Social Science Research Center Berlin)  
Beken Saatcioglu (Institute for European Integration Research)

*Limits of the Normative Approach? The Case of Turkey's Accession to the EU*  
Atsuko Higashino (University of Tsukuba)
**SATURDAY 12:15 - 3:45 p.m.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LUNCH 12:15-2:00pm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:30-1:45pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding Opportunities for EU Integration Studies: the Jean Monnet Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair: <strong>Monika Holik</strong> (Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency, Head of Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussant: <strong>Luciano Di Fonzo</strong> (Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussant: <strong>Mark Pituch</strong> (European Union Delegation to the United States)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*How to Present a Good Proposal and Overcome Administrative Difficulties*

**Amie Kreppel** (University of Florida)

*How Proposals are Evaluated by External Experts*

**Enrique Banus** (International University of Catalunya)

**SATURDAY MARCH 5, 2011**

**PANEL SESSION ELEVEN**

**2:00 - 3:45 p.m.**

11A EU Sports and Gambling Policies after the Lisbon Treaty

| Chair and Discussant: **David Allen** (Loughborough University) |

*And Now What? An Analysis of Priorities for a New Direct EU Sports Policy*

**Borja Garcia Garcia** (Loughborough University)

*EU Law and Sport after the Lisbon Treaty*

**Samuli Miettinen** (Edge Hill University)

*In a Bet there is a Fool and a State Monopoly: Are the Odds Stacked against Cross-border Gambling?*

**Dimitrios Doukas** (Queen's University Belfast)

*Social and Structured Dialogue as a Tool for Better Governance in Sport: New Opportunities with a New Treaty?*

**Richard Parrish** (Edge Hill University)

*The State May Want to Keep its Poker Face but Brussels and Luxembourg Will Require More than a Peek at its Hand: Competence and Transparency in the Gambling Sector*

**Alan Littler** (Tilburg Law and Economics Centre, Tilburg University)

11B Theories of the EU Policy Process

| Chair and Discussant: **Nikolaos Zahariadis** (University of Alabama at Birmingham) |

*Coalitions of Advocacy in the EU? The ACF and the Study of the European Policy Process*

**Oliver Fueg** (University of Exeter)

*Constructivism and Public Policy Approaches in the EU: From Ideas to Power Games*

**Sabine Saurugger** (Sciences Po Grenoble)

*Learning in EU Public Policy: Process, Organization, and Outcomes*

**Claire Dunlop** (University of Exeter)

**Oliver Fritsch** (University of Exeter)

**Claudio Radaelli** (University of Exeter)

*Multiple Streams and EU Policy*

**Nikolaos Zahariadis** (University of Alabama at Birmingham)
Saturdays 2:00 - 3:45 p.m.

11C Policy, Authority, and Identity in the EU Regions
Chair: Liesbet Hooghe (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam & University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Discussant: Seth Jolly (Syracuse University)
Discussant: Laura Cram (University of Strathclyde)

European Regions’ Relationship with the EU Seen from Below
Michael Bauer (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)

Linking the EU to Its Citizens - Regions as Interest Representatives in Brussels
Anna Olsson (American University)

Regional Party Strength in Multilevel Party Systems
Arjan Schakel (University of Edinburgh)

Identity, Attachment to Europe, and Decentralization in the French Regions
Anna Brigevich (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

11D The State of European Union Studies: Rise or Decline?
Chair and Discussant: Peter Loedel (West Chester University)

European and/or EU Studies Curriculum between Traditional and New Drivers
Ioan Horga (University of Oradea)

Innovativeness in Teaching EU Studies: an Empirical Study
Gordana Stevancevic (Free University of Bozen)
Federico Boffa (University of Macerata)

Teaching Patterns in EU Studies: Multilingualism, Intercultural Learning and Multidisciplinary Approaches
Stefania Baroncelli (Free University of Bozen)

The Rise and Fall of EU Studies in the United States
David Andrews (Scripps College)

11E The EU Economy’s Demographic Challenge: Policy Issues and Options
Chair: Jane Jenson (Université de Montréal)
Discussant: Alexandra Hennessy (Clarkson University)
Discussant: Georg Menz (Goldsmiths College, University of London)

Adapting Pension Policy to Meet the Lisbon Strategy’s Goals
Petia Kostadinova (University of Florida)

European Territorial Cooperation Programmes and Transnational Projects Tackling Demographic Change
Anuska Stoka (European Territorial Cooperation Alpine Space Programme)

The Determinants of Migration in the Absence of Migration Controls: Lessons from the European Union
Sarah Patton (University of Pittsburgh)

Why Do Some EU Members Struggle to Confer Freedom of Labor Movement?
Alexander Caviedes (State University of New York at Fredonia)
11F Interest Groups and European Integration until the SEA
Chair: Wolfram Kaiser (University of Portsmouth)
Discussant: Anne Rasmussen (Leiden University)

Lucia Coppolaro (Instituto de Ciências Sociais, Universidade de Lisboa)

European Organised Business and European Integration 1945-1970s
Neil Rollings (University of Glasgow)

Obstacles to Reform? Farm Interest Groups and the Common Agricultural Policy
Carine Germond (Maastricht University)

Who’ll Stop the Runaway Shop? The Battle to Regulate Multinationals’ Activities Inside the EEC at the Dawn of Globalization
Francesco Petrini (University of Padua)

11G The European Union’s Role in Global Regionalism: Analyzing a Neglected Factor
Chair: Tobias Lenz (University of Oxford)
Discussant: Alberta Sbragia (University of Pittsburgh)

EUtopia? A Critic of “Europe as a Model”
Kalypso Nicolaidis (University of Oxford)

Regional Integration and External Influence: The Role of the European Union in Global Regionalism
Tobias Lenz (University of Oxford)

Supermodel or Monster? -The European Union in Asia
Anja Jetschke (University of Freiburg)

The EU as Promoter of Regional Integration: Identity Benefits in the World Polity
Joseph Jupille (University of Colorado at Boulder)
Brandy Jolliff (University of Colorado at Boulder)

The EU as Provider of Frames and Scripts: Evidence on Law and Courts from COMESA, the Andean Community, and Mercosur
Francesco Duina (Bates College)

11H Changing Dynamics in EU Development Policy
Chair: Maurizio Carbone (University of Glasgow)
Discussant: Gerrit Faber (Utrecht University)

A Leading Light? The EU and the Global “Aid for Trade” Regime
Patrick Holden (University of Plymouth)

The Myth of Donor Coordination: Foreign Aid and the EU as a Single Development Actor in sub-Saharan Africa
Maurizio Carbone (University of Glasgow)

The European Commission as an Aid Coordinating Body in East Africa: Perceptions from the Field
Sarah Delputte (Ghent University)

The Lisbon Treaty, the European External Action Service and the Reshaping of EU Development Policy
Mark Furness (German Development Institute)
**SATURDAY 2:00 - 3:45 p.m.**

11I Making Sense of CFSP/CSDP
Chair: Carmen Gebhard (University of Nottingham)
Discussant: Costanza Musu (University of Ottawa)

Desiderata for Integrated Civil-military Crisis Management Operations within CSDP
Anja Opitz (University of Innsbruck)

Learning from Failure or Failing to Learn: Making Sense of the EU’s Operations
Per Martin Norheim-Martinsen (Norwegian Defence Research Establishment)

Personification of Diplomacy? The Faces of EU Foreign Policy
Anne-Claire Marangoni (University of Maastricht)

The EU and the Military Management of Violent Conflict
Annemarie Peen Rodt (University of Exeter)

11J The EU and Latin America
Chair and Discussant: Sebastián Royo (Suffolk University)

The Euro vs Dollar in Latin America
María Lorca (University of Miami)

The EU-Chile Association Agreement: Moving Beyond Free Trade
Beatriz Hernández (Universidad Diego Portales)

Irregular Immigration: Contrast in the Policies in the Americas and Europe
Diego Acosta (University of Sheffield)

The EU and Caribbean Integration: Prospects and Challenges
Wendy Grenade (University of the West Indies)

A Progress Report: 25 Years of Spain’s Membership in the EU: Impact on European-Latin American Relations
Enrique Barón (University of Castilla-La Mancha)
Joaquin Roy (University of Miami)

11K Voting Behavior in EP Elections
Chair: Jan Rovny (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Discussant: Nick Clark (Indiana University)

Europe at Stake During EP Elections
Magda Giurcanu (University of Florida)

The Economy and the Vote in Elections to the European Parliament
Guido Tiemann (Institute for Advanced Studies)

The Economy and the Vote in EP Elections. A Comparative and Dynamic Perspective
Monika Bartkowska (Institute for Advanced Studies)

Performance Matter? MEP Activity Levels and the Prospects for Re-Election
Emmanuel Sigalas (Austrian Academy of Sciences)
SATURDAY 2:00 - 3:45 p.m.

11L The Best Practice of EU Soft Law Governance (II)  Nantucket
  Chair and Discussant: Kenneth Armstrong (Queen Mary University of London)

A Threesome of Softness: EU Youth (Un)employment Policy
  Beryl ter Haar (Leiden University)
  Paul Copeland (University of Manchester)

New Forms of Integration Through Soft Law Mechanisms: The Open Method of Coordination in Education and Training Policy
  Ralf Drachenberg (Institute for European Studies)

Soft Governance and EU information Society Policy
  Alison Harcourt (University of Exeter)

The European Economic Governance Deficit: The Need for Stabilization, for Structural Reforms and for Europe
  Ferran Brunet (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)
SATURDAY MARCH 5, 2011

PANEL SESSION TWELVE
4:00 – 5:45 p.m.

12A EU Transportation Policies
Chair and Discussant: Dirk Lehmkuhl (University of St. Gallen)

Implementation via European Agencies
Esther Versluis (Maastricht University)
Erika Tarr (European Railway Agency)

The Value and Virtues of a Bottom-up approach to Europeanization: Lessons from the EU and Air Transport
Hussein Kassim (University of East Anglia)

The Volcanic Ash Crisis and EU Air Passenger Rights
Nick Bernard (Queen Mary, University of London)

Trouble Brewing in the EU’s New Member States: The Common Transport Policy (CTP) Confronts Decentralization and National Politics
Eleanor Zeff (Drake University)
Ellen Pirro (Iowa State)

12B The Europeanisation of Football
Chair: David Allen (Loughborough University)
Discussant: Richard Parrish (Edge Hill University)

A Club Perspective: The Transformation of FC Barcelona, from the Europeanization Caused by the Bosman Case to the Re-nationalization of the Team
Joaquin Roy (University of Miami)

Football: A Europeanised Game?
Arne Niemann (University of Amsterdam)
Wyn Grant (Warwick University)

Germany: Between Modest Adjustment and System Transformation
Arne Niemann (University of Amsterdam)
Alexander Brand (University of Dresden)

Italy: The Least of the Great Leagues?
Osvaldo Croci (Memorial University)

Spain: Parochialism or Innovation?
Borja Garcia (Loughborough University)
Alberto Palomar (Carlos III University of Madrid)
Carmen Pérez (Carlos III University of Madrid)
SATURDAY 4:00 - 5:45 p.m.

12C Emerging Areas of EU Regulation
Chair: Mitchell P. Smith (University of Oklahoma)
Discussant: Susana Borras (Copenhagen Business School)

The New Administration of the EU and the Regulation of Financial Services
Luis Barroso (London School of Economics)

EU Food Regulatory Policy Making: Indirect Effects on Food Chain Governance
Sevie Chatzopoulou (Roskilde University)

Regulating Small: Nanotechnology and Food Safety in the US and EU
Mitchell P. Smith (University of Oklahoma)

Regulatory Governance in the Age of Medical Nanotechnology
Christa Altenstetter (City University of New York)

12D Advancing Economic and Financial Integration in Europe
Chair and Discussant: Nicolas Veron (Bruegel)

A Deposit Insurance Model for Europe
David Mayes (University of Auckland)
Maria Nieto (Bank of Spain)
Larry Wall (Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta)

Cultural Proximity and Bilateral Trade in the European Union
Teresa Cyrus (Dalhousie University)

Financial Integration and Financial Development in Transition Economies
Jana Grittersova (University of California, Riverside)

Is Economic Growth Synchronicity Higher in Europe than Elsewhere?
Patrick Crowley (Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi)
Aaron Schultz (Massachusetts General Hospital)

Redesigning Financial Supervision in the European Union
Alexandra Hennessy (Clarkson University)

12E The Politics of Financial Regulation in the EU Before and After the Crisis
Chair: Kenneth Dyson (University of Cardiff)
Discussant: Erik Jones (Johns Hopkins University)

Crunch Times for Spanish Financial Institutions?
Sebastian Royo (Suffolk University)

Regulatory Aftermath of Banking Rescues: More Europe or Business as Usual?
Zdenek Kudrna (Austrian Academy of Science)

The Political Economy of Financial Derivatives Regulation: Lessons from Transatlantic Comparison
Sylvia Maxfield

The Politics of “Uploading” and “Downloading” International Financial Regulation: the Case of the EU
Lucia Quaglia (University of Sussex and Max Planck Institute)
12F Political Parties in European Integration: New Approaches  
Chair: Brigitte Leucht (University of Oxford)  
Discussant: Jürgen Mittag (Institute for Social Movements, Germany)  

Northern European Socialist Party Network and the Question of EEC/EC Membership, 1960-72  
Kristian Steinnes (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)  

Political Networks of Socialist Parties in the Transition from Dictatorship to Parliamentary Democracy in Spain and Portugal  
Christian Salm (University of Portsmouth)  

Summitry of Political Parties at European Level: A Comparative Analysis  
Steven Van Hecke (Universiteit Antwerpen)  
Karl Magnus Johansson (Södertörn University)  

12G EU Multilevel Governance: From Regulatory to Positive Polity?  
Chair: Philipp Genschel (Jacobs University Bremen)  
Chair: Markus Jachtenfuchs (Hertie School of Governance)  
Discussant: Adrienne Héritier (European University Institute)  

EU Multilevel Governance: From Regulatory to Positive Polity?  
Philipp Genschel (Jacobs University Bremen)  
Markus Jachtenfuchs (Hertie School of Governance)  

"We Live in a Society, Not an Economy": European Social Policy and Polanyi's Double Movement  
Alexandra Gerber (University of Michigan)  

Pattern and Extent of EU Involvement in Public Administration  
Eva G. Heidbreder (Hertie School of Governance)  

The Politics of Asset Market-Oriented Fiscal Policy: A Theoretical Introduction  
Mark Hallerberg (Hertie School of Governance)  

12H Managing Migration  
Chair and Discussant: Jean-Pierre Cassarino (European University Institute)  

Blurry Boundaries: The External Dimension of the EU’s Visa Policies  
Irina Angelescu (The Brookings Institution & Institut de Hautes Études Internationales et du Développement)  

Pushing the Burden to the East: Russia’s Involvement in the EU Migration Management Strategy and Its Consequences for Central Asia  
Oleg Korneev (Centre d’Études et de Recherches Internationales, Sciences Po, Paris)  

Requited Influences: the Impact of a Neighbouring Country on European Migration Policy  
Nora El Qadin (Centre d'Études Européennes, Sciences Po, Paris)  

Toward a North-South Global Interface of India's Elite Knowledge Workers: Migration Trends and Governance Implications in the Global North  
Malasree Neepa Acharya (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
SATURDAY 4:00 - 5:45 p.m.

121 The EU and Security Sector Reform
Chair and Discussant: Knud Erik Joergensen

From Speeches to Actions: EU Involvement in the War in Afghanistan through the EUPOL Afghanistan Mission
Maxime Larive (University of Miami)

Police and Justice in the Aftermath of War: The European Union’s Quest to Tackle Institutional Change Abroad
Antoine Vandemoortele (European University Institute)

The European Union's Role in the Palestinian territory: State-building through Security Sector Reform?
Dimitris Bouris (University of Warwick)

Transitional Justice and Security Sector Reform: The Role of the EU and Other Multilateral Institutions in Building Kosovo's Police Force
Katy Crossley-Frolick (Denison University)
Oya Dursun-Ozkanca (Elizabethtown College)

12J Interest Representation in the European Union
Chair: Anne Rasmussen (Leiden University)
Discussant: David Lowery (Pennsylvania State University & Leiden University)
Discussant: Christine Mahoney (University of Virginia)

Beyond Cheap Talk and Free Lunch: Intergroups in the European Parliament
Nils Ringe (University of Wisconsin)

Consulting “Europe”? An An Rasmussen (Leiden University)

Interest Groups and Legislative Activity in the European Union
Joost Berkhou (University of Amsterdam)

Lobbying as a Collective Enterprise: Interest Groups and Policy-making in the European Union
Heike Klüver (University of Oxford)

Lobbying on Food Regulation: Who Tips the Scales in the European Parliament?
Maja Kluger Rasmussen (London School of Economics)

12K When Europeanization Travels Abroad
Chair: Thomas Risse (Freie Universität Berlin)
Discussant: Liesbet Hooghe (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

Copying Europeanization? The EU, Latin America and Africa
Tobias Lenz (University of Oxford)

Europeanization in the Quicksands? Egypt, Israel, and the Boundaries of EU External Influence
Amichai Magen (The Shalem Center, Jerusalem)
Vera van Hüllen (Freie Universität Berlin)

Lost in Europeanization? Turkey and the Western Balkans
Gergana Noutcheva (Maastricht University)
Senem Aydin Düzgit (Istanbul Bilgi University)

Subverted Europeanization? EU Good Governance Promotion in the Southern Caucasus
Tanja Boerzel (Freie Universität Berlin)
Yasemin Pamuk (Friedrich-Naumann Foundation)
6:00-7:00 p.m. Post-Conference Reception
Martha’s Vineyard
Sponsored by the Consuls General of Europe
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Constructing the International Economy
Edited by Rawi Abdelal, Mark Blyth, and Craig Parsons
$24.95 paper | Cornell Studies in Political Economy

Site Fights
Divisive Facilities and Civil Society in Japan and the West
Daniel P. Aldrich
$22.95 paper

Embryo Politics
Ethics and Policy in Atlantic Democracies
Thomas Banchoff
$35.00 cloth

The French Republic
History, Values, Debates
Edited by Edward Berenson, Vincent Duclert, and Christophe Prochasson
$65.00 cloth

Public Law and Private Power
Corporate Governance Reform in the Age of Finance Capitalism
John W. Cioffi
$39.95 cloth | Cornell Studies in Political Economy

Protection for Exporters
Power and Discrimination in Transatlantic Trade Relations, 1930–2010
Andreas Dür
$39.95 cloth

New in Paperback
European Unions
Labor’s Quest for a Transnational Democracy
Roland Erne
$22.95 paper | An ILR Press Book

Creative Reconstructions
Multilateralism and European Varieties of Capitalism after 1950
Orfeo Fioretos
$49.95 cloth | Cornell Studies in Political Economy

Islam and Europe
Challenges and Opportunities
Edited by Marie-Claire Foblets
$34.50 paper | Distributed for Leuven University Press

A Community of Europeans?
Transnational Identities and Public Spheres
Thomas Risse
$24.95 paper

Habermas
Introduction and Analysis
David Ingram
$26.95 paper

Anatomy of the Red Brigades
The Religious Mind-set of Modern Terrorists
Alessandro Orsini
Translated by Sarah J. Nodes
$29.95 cloth

Tax Havens
How Globalization Really Works
Ronen Palan, Richard Murphy, and Christian Chavagneux
$24.95 paper | Cornell Studies in Money

A Community of Europeans?
Transnational Identities and Public Spheres
Thomas Risse
$24.95 paper

Europe United
Power Politics and the Making of the European Community
Sebastian Rosato
$35.00 cloth | Cornell Studies in Security Affairs

States’ Gains, Labor’s Losses
China, France, and Mexico Choose Global Liaisons, 1980–2000
Dorothy J. Solinger
$45.00 cloth

Available from the Scholar’s Choice exhibit or at www.cornellpress.cornell.edu
Funding is available for American and European researchers, lecturers, international educators, and graduate students to focus on a wide range of issues concerning the European Union and the U.S.-EU relationship. The Fulbright-Schuman Program provides $3,000 per month plus a travel stipend, visa, and health and accident insurance for grants of two months to one academic year.

The program is open to citizens of all 27 EU member states and to U.S. citizens with two years of relevant experience. European participants focus on research and/or post-graduate study at an accredited American university or independent research center. Americans conduct research or lecturing in any of the EU member states, either independently or in affiliation with European universities and other institutions. The Fulbright-Schuman Program is administered by the Fulbright Commission in Brussels and is jointly financed by the U.S. Department of State and the Directorate-General for Education and Culture of the European Commission.

**Final Application deadlines:**
U.S. Scholars - August 1, 2011
U.S. Students - October 1, 2011
European Scholars - March 1, 2012
European Students - March 1, 2012

For more information: [http://www.fulbrightschuman.eu/](http://www.fulbrightschuman.eu/)
European Union Certificate Program
University System of Georgia

- Cooperative interdisciplinary online program
- Offered by the EU Studies Program of the University System of Georgia and Ludwig Maximilians University Munich
- Open to all participating institutions and students as part of their degree program
- Open to professionals with an undergraduate degree
- Courses offered in a variety of disciplines, including online classes taught by USG and LMU faculty

The certificate program is deliberately multidisciplinary to provide a broad and balanced view of the EU. The partnership with LMU Munich allows Georgia students to take classes with European professors and European students online.

For more information, please visit http://www.eustudiesprogram.org
Since its launch in 1992, German Politics has established itself as the leading international peer-reviewed journal in its field. Its mission is to provide theoretically informed perspectives on the changing agendas of German Politics. It engages with themes that connect Germany comparatively with other states - the challenges of globalisation, changes in international relations, and the widening and deepening of the European Union. It also links work on Germany to wider debates and issues in comparative politics, public policy, political behaviour, and political theory.

Most recently, the journal’s status has been enhanced further by its acceptance into the Thomson Reuters’ (formerly ISI) Social Science Citation Index.

Further information on how to submit, including free access to the top downloaded articles from 2010, is available at:

www.tandf.co.uk/journals/fgrp
Indiana University has the EU and its Neighbors Covered

MA degrees offered through:

- West European Studies
- Russian & East European Institute
- Department of Central Eurasian Studies

Dual degree options are available in conjunction with the Kelley School of Business (MA/MBA), the School of Public and Environmental Affairs (MA/MPA), and the School of Library and Information Science (MA/MLS).

- Academic year and intensive summer instruction in 18 official EU languages and of all candidate countries
- FLAS and other funding opportunities available
- Midwest Model EU
International Specialized Book Services
...bringing global scholarship to North America

*Some of these titles are available for purchase at the Scholar’s Choice booth, located in the EUSA Book Exhibit

---

**Business and Politics in the European Union**
Cases in Services, Agriculture and Textiles
By Peter Nedergaard
DJØF Publishing, hb, $59.00

**Free Movement in the European Union**
Cases, Commentaries & Questions
By Morten Broberg & Nina Holst-Christensen
DJØF Publishing, pb, $129.00, 3rd ed.

**Contentious Regions in the European Union**
Nationalist Parties and the Coordination of European Policies in Federal Member States
By Álvaro Morcillo Laiz
Nomos Publishers, pb, $43.00

**Europe & Its Muslim Minorities**
Aspects of Conflict, Attempts at Accord
By Amikam Nachmani
Sussex Academic Press, pb, $34.95

**Europe and New Leading Powers**
Towards Partnership in Strategic Policy Areas
Ed. by Jörg Husar, Günther Maihold & Stefan Mair
Nomos Publishers, pb, $36.00

**The European Citizens’ Initiative**
Into New Democratic Territory
Ed. by Bruno Kaufmann & Johannes W. Pichler
Intersentia, pb, $53.25

**European Agents Out of Control?**
By Nadia Klein
Nomos Publishers, pb, $36.00

**European Societies**
Mapping Structure and Change
By Steffen Mau & Roland Verwiebe
The Policy Press, pb, $39.95

**Participants or Observers in European Governance?**
Civil Society Lobbyists from Central & Eastern Europe in Brussels
By Kristina Charrad
Nomos Publishers, pb, $36.00

**Rule of Law Promotion in the European Neighbourhood Policy**
Normative or Strategic Power Europe?
By Nicole Wichmann
Nomos Publishers, pb, $49.00

**The Constitutional Dilemma of the European Union**
Ed. by Joakim Nergelius
Europa Law Publishing, hb, $78.00

---

Call or order online and receive a 20% Discount* off all listed titles. Please cite source code: CBD1104
*This offer expires April 15, 2011
James Madison University invites you to consider one of its most innovative graduate programs, the Master of Arts in Political Science with a concentration in European Union Policy Studies.

• One-year (three semester), 33-credit hour residential graduate program based wholly in Florence, Italy

• Involves a comprehensive and integrated course of study
  — academic coursework
  — academic study tours in Florence, Brussels, and other European cities
  — frequent workshops and meetings with EU policy professionals
  — intensive language training
  — internship experience or an intensive research project

• Innovative in design, offering opportunity to specialize in one of two policy foci
  — economic and social policy
  — foreign policy and internal security

• Program fee includes housing in JMU’s newly-restored 16th-century Palazzo Capponi in central Florence

For more detailed information, visit the program Web site at: www.jmu.edu/international/abroad/jmu_eups

Office of International Programs and the Department of Political Science

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
Innovative Governance in the European Union: The Politics of Multilevel Policymaking
Ingeborg Tommel and Amy Verdun, Editors
“This coherent volume—including its three precise and sharp introductory and concluding chapters, but also a very rich collection of high-quality sector chapters … is both [detailed] and analytical enough to help students as well as specialists find their way into a complex area.”—Sophie Jacquot, EUSA Review
hc $68.50 • pb $26.50 • Studies on the European Polity

Forthcoming!

EU Security Policy:
What It Is, How It Works, Why It Matters
Michael Merlingen
“Succeeds brilliantly in explaining, in a comprehensive and at the same time readable way, the ins and outs of this major EU policy.”—Sven Biscop, College of Europe in Bruges • hc $59.95 • pb $25

The New European Union:
Confronting the Challenges of Integration
Steve Wood and Wolfgang Quaisser
“A thoughtful, accessible overview of the dilemmas and challenges facing the European Union today.”—Michael Baun, Valdosta State University • hc $55 • pb $22 • Studies on the European Polity

Forthcoming!

Jean Monnet: Unconventional Statesman
Sherrill Brown Wells
“This richly documented biography offers a captivating view of the visionary and entrepreneurial statesman Jean Monnet. Deftly interwoven into the narrative is first-hand testimony from memoirs and interviews that highlight the interpersonal genius of this midwife of European integration.”
—George Sheridan, University of Oregon • hc $55

NEW—4TH EDITION!

Ever Closer Union:
An Introduction to European Integration
Desmond Dinan
“A masterful examination of the history, institutions, and policies of the EU.”—Europe
“A rich history, navigable institutional blueprints, and a frank discussion of the past, present, and future activities of the European integration project.”—ECSA Review
“An essential foundation text for the study of the politics of the European Union…. belongs on every student’s shelf.”—Cambridge Review of International Affairs
pb $28.50

The Politics of Privatization:
Wealth and Power in Postcommunist Europe
John A. Gould
“An impressive and thought-provoking book. Covering a wide range of cases, it will be valuable to anyone who studies or teaches postcommunist political economy.”—Andrew Barnes, Kent State University • hc $55 • pb $22.50

Choice Outstanding Academic Book!

The European Union and the Global South
Fredrik Söderbaum and Patrik Stålgren, Editors
“This outstanding book provides a comprehensive, comparative analysis of EU foreign policy behavior…. Highly recommended.”—Choice • hc $65
VISIT PALGRAVE MACMILLAN AT OUR BOOTH!

Palgrave Macmillan is pleased to offer 25% off all Palgrave Macmillan titles to all EUSA Members!

For more information on this exclusive offer, please visit the Palgrave Macmillan booth in the exhibit hall, or e-mail: Noelle Fair at Noelle.Fair@palgrave-usa.com

THE GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
Seventh Edition
Neill Nugent

"Neill Nugent has once again supplied us with a definitive textbook on the institutions and politics of the European Union."
—Political Studies

European Union
$35.00 pb. (C$50.00)

SOCIOLOGY OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
Edited by Virginie Guiraudon and Adrian Favell

“This is a well-written and well-structured book from a first-rate group of authors. There is a real need for such a book, and I have no doubt that it will be widely used in undergraduate courses.”
—Michèle Lamont, Professor of European Studies, Harvard University and Chair of the Council for European Studies

ISBN: 978-0-230-24982-0
$45.00 pb. (C$52.50)

THE POLITICAL SYSTEM OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
Simon Hix and Bjorn Hyland

“The best textbook on the European Union to date. Period.”
—George Tsebelis, UCLA

$35.00 pb. (C$40.00)

EUROPEAN UNION POLITICS
John McCormick

“An excellent up-to-date textbook combining clear writing with a deep knowledge of the European Union. I recommend it highly both for newcomers to EU Studies and for those who want to gain an in-depth understanding of the complexities, some would say ‘mysteries’, of European integration.”
—Alberta M. Sbragia, University of Pittsburgh, USA

$37.00 pb. (C$42.50)

COMING THIS SUMMER—JOHN MCCORMICK’S UNDERSTANDING THE EU, 5TH EDITION
MIGRATION AND MOBILITY IN THE EUROPEAN UNION
Andrew Geddes, Virginie Guiraudon and Christina Boswell
European Union
$34.00 pb. (C$39.00)

UNDERSTANDING EUROSCEPTICISM
Cécile Leconte
European Union
ISBN: 978-0-230-22807-8
$42.00 pb. (C$48.50)

ANALYZING THE EUROPEAN UNION POLICY PROCESS
Esther Versluis, Mendeltje van Keulen and Paul Stephenson
European Union
$40.00 pb. (C$46.00)

GENDER AND THE EUROPEAN UNION
Johanna Kantola
European Union
$34.00 pb. (C$41.00)

POLITICS IN FRANCE AND EUROPE
Edited by Pascal Perrineau and Luc Rouban
Europe in Transition: The NYU European Studies Series
$105.00 hc. (C$121.00)

GERMANY AFTER THE GRAND COALITION
Governance and Politics in a Turbulent Environment
Edited by Silvia Bolgherini and Florian Grotz
Europe in Transition: The NYU European Studies Series
2010 / 250 pp.
$85.00 hc. (C$98.00)

TRIALS OF EUROPEANIZATION
Turkish Political Culture and the European Union
Ioannis N. Grigoriadis
2010 / 256 pp.
$30.00 pb. (C$34.50)
European Politics
Journals from Routledge

Journal of European Public Policy (JEPP)
From 2011 EUSA and JEPP will collaborate on a special biennial issue of JEPP which will include some of the best papers delivered at EUSA conferences.
Keep visiting www.tandf.co.uk/journals/jepp for free online access to a selection of these!

The International Spectator Italian Journal of International Affairs
To read some articles from recent issues for FREE, please visit: www.tandf.co.uk/journals/offers/rspe

European Studies
Free Special Issue Introductions
These include special issue introductions from Journal of European Integration and West European Politics: www.informaworld.com/europe

www.informaworld.com/pair
European Union Politics

European Union Politics is a leading international academic journal for advanced peer reviewed research and scholarship on all aspects of the process of government, politics and policy in the European Union.

EUP aims to stimulate debate and provide a forum to bridge the theoretical and empirical analysis on the political unification of Europe.

Impact Factor: 1.979

Papers can be submitted online at:
http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/eup

Free Access to Award Winning Papers

Our Editor’s Choice section features unmissable papers on key topics from some of the world’s most influential authors

EUP Awards • Institutional Analysis • Public Policy
Political Behaviour/Public Opinion

Visit now for free access http://eup.sagepub.com/

Find us on Facebook

© Facebook is a registered trademark of Facebook, Inc
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<td>Athanasios</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manners</td>
<td>Ian</td>
<td>3,44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marangoni</td>
<td>Anne-Claire</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marchesi</td>
<td>Daniele</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marks</td>
<td>Gary</td>
<td>19,26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthijs</td>
<td>Matthias</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurer</td>
<td>Heidi</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurer</td>
<td>Andreas</td>
<td>17,31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxfield</td>
<td>Sylvia</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayes</td>
<td>David</td>
<td>3,16,52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayoral</td>
<td>Juan A.</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazucelli</td>
<td>Colette</td>
<td>9,18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mbaye</td>
<td>Heather</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy</td>
<td>Gail</td>
<td>7,24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGowan</td>
<td>Lee</td>
<td>20,30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKinney</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNamara</td>
<td>Kate</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menon</td>
<td>Anand</td>
<td>10,23,39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menz</td>
<td>Georg</td>
<td>2,47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meunier</td>
<td>Sophie</td>
<td>12,21,39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer-Sahling</td>
<td>Jan-Hinrik</td>
<td>4,13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miettinen</td>
<td>Samuli</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mihai</td>
<td>Alexandra</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milazzo</td>
<td>Caitlin</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mittag</td>
<td>Juergen</td>
<td>3,43,53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monar</td>
<td>Joerg</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montagnoli</td>
<td>Alberto</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosello</td>
<td>Beatrice</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mueller</td>
<td>Patrick</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mühlböck</td>
<td>Monika</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musu</td>
<td>Costanza</td>
<td>9,49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nastase</td>
<td>Andrea</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neepa Acharya</td>
<td>Malasree</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negrinotti</td>
<td>Matteo</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelsen</td>
<td>Brent</td>
<td>2,12,17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuhold</td>
<td>Christine</td>
<td>38,43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nic Shuibhne</td>
<td>Niamh</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolaidis</td>
<td>Kalypso</td>
<td>9,27,48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niederhauser</td>
<td>Johannes</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niemann</td>
<td>Arne</td>
<td>22,26,51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nieto</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norheim-Martinsen</td>
<td>Per Martin</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noutcheva</td>
<td>Gergana</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novak</td>
<td>Stephanie</td>
<td>4,18,54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nugent</td>
<td>Neill</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Dwyer</td>
<td>Conor</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oana</td>
<td>Stefan</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Brien</td>
<td>Charlotte</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occhipinti</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>6,11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ojdanic</td>
<td>Sasa</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oktay</td>
<td>Sibel</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivieri</td>
<td>Victor</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivieri</td>
<td>Victor</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sanchez Barrueco Maria Luisa University of Deusto 21
Saurugger Sabine Sciences Po Grenoble 46
Savić Bojan University of Kent 4
Sberro Stephan Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de México 13
Sbragia Alberta University of Pittsburgh 27,29,48
Schain Martin New York University 10,11,21
Schakel Arjan University of Edinburgh 47
Scharpf Fritz Max Planck Institute 20,26
Schattle Hans Yonsei University 23
Schieder Siegfried University of Trier 16,34
Schilde Kajja Boston University 22
Schimmelfennig Frank Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich 31,34,39
Schlenker Andrea University of Lucerne 20
Schmidt Susanne University of Bremen 20,28
Schmidt Vivien Boston University 21,25,34
Schuenemann Wolf Universität Koblenz-Landau 11
Schultz Aaron Massachusetts General Hospital 52
Schunz Simon Katholieke Universiteit Leuven 9
Sedelemeier Ulrich London School of Economics 13,32,42
Seidel Katja University of Westminster 29
Selden Zachary University of Florida 45
Selin Henrik Boston University 15
Serrano Omar HEID and University of Lucerne 14
Shafigatov Ramin Ghent University 18
Shaw Jo University of Edinburgh 1,24
Shen Wenwen University of Bath 18
Shuqom Dana University of Miami 27
Sicurelli Daniela University of Trento 30
Siglas Manos Austrian Academy of Sciences 25,49
Siles-Brugge Gabriel University of Sheffield 41
Silvestri Sara City University London 12
Skripka Tatiana Freie Universität Berlin 23
Slapin Jonathan University of Houston 39,43
Sleath William European Commission & Tufts University 16
Slosarcik Ivo Charles University in Prague 14
Smeets Sandrino Institute for Management Research, Radboud University Nijmegen 5
Smith Simon J. Loughborough University 18
Smith Julie University of Cambridge 9,14
Smith Melanie Cardiff University 43
Smith Michael Loughborough University 35,45
Smith Michael E. University of Aberdeen 4,14
Smith Mitchell P. University of Oklahoma 2,52
Soller Diana Instituto da Defesa Nacional, Portugal 27
Soyaltin Digdem Freie Universität Berlin 34
Spendzharova Aneta Maastricht University 12,42
Spoon Jae-Jae University of Iowa 42
Sprungk Carina Freie Universität Berlin 8,12,39
Staiger Uta University College London 3
Stajano Attilio European Commission and University of Bologna 3
Stegmann-McCallion Malin University of Karlskrona, Sweden 30
Stein Michael University of Toronto 26
Steinnest Kristian Norwegian University of Science and Technology 53
Steunenberg Bernard Leiden University 29,42
Stevanovic Gordana Free University of Bozen 5,47
Stewart Susan German Institute for International and Security Affairs 8
Stoeckel Florian University of North Carolina 32
Stoffel Michael Mannheim Centre for European Social Research, Universität Mannheim 7
Stoka Anuska ETC Alpine Space Programme 47
Surowiec Renata Vrije Universiteit Brussel 28
Suzhko-Harned Lena Mercyhurst College, USA 6
Sus Monika University of Wroclaw 40
Suvarierol Semin Erasmus University Rotterdam 13
Sweeney Daniel University of Scranton 4
Sznajder Lee Aleksandra University of Richmond 12
Takacs Tamara Utrecht University 41
Tarr Erika European Railway Agency 51
Ter Haar Beryl Leiden University 28,50
Terzi Ozlem  Istanbul University  45
Thiel Markus  Florida International University  27
Thielemann Eiko  London School of Economics  1
Thomas Daniel C.  University College Dublin  22
Thomson Robert  Trinity College Dublin  43
Thruelsen Peter Dahl  Royal Danish Defence College  23
Tiemann Guido  Institute of Advanced Studies  49
Tillman Erik  DePaul University  2,11,38
Timus Natalia  Maastricht University  25,38
Tovias Alfred  Hebrew University  7
Trondal Jarle  University of Adger  37
Trouille Jean-Marc  Bradford University School of Management  7,29
Truchlewski Zbigniew  Central European University  16
Tryfonidou Alina  University of Leicester  33
Turkina Ekaterina  HEC Montreal  6,18
Uçarer Emek  Bucknell University  1, 6
Vachudova Milada  University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  12,32,42
Van den Berg Caspar  Leiden University  26
Van der Veen Maurits  College of William & Mary  11
Van Dyke Gretchen  The University of Scranton  43
Van Hecke Steven  Universiteit Antwerpen  7,25,53
van Hüllen Vera  Freie Universität Berlin  40, 54
van Ingelgom Virginie  Université catholique de Louvain  6
Van Vooren Bart  University of Copenhagen  28
Vandemoortele Antoine  European University Institute  27,54
VanDeveer Stacy  University of New Hampshire  15
Vanhoonacker Sophie  University of Maastricht  26
Veen Tim  Universität Mannheim  4,13
Vellinga Tristan  University of Florida  23
Verboven Tom  Universiteit Antwerpen  2,16
Verdun Amy  University of Victoria  10,12,40,43
Veron Nicolas  Braevel  43,52
Versluis Esther  Maastricht University  51
Vileyn Matthias  Universiteit Antwerpen  8
Vilpisauskas Ramunas  Vilnius University  4,29
Vollaard Hans  Leiden University  26
Vrablikova Katerina  University of California, Irvine and Masaryk University  2
Wagner Bettina  Humboldt Universität zu Berlin  4
Wagner Bettina  University of Mainz  17
Wall Larry  Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta  52
Walt Stephen  Harvard University  44
Weber Katja  Georgia Tech  23
Weiss Tomas  Charles University in Prague  14
Wessels Wolfgang  University of Cologne  9,26
Wetzal Anne  University of Zurich  8,18
Whitman Richard  University of Bath  35,44
Wiesbrock Anja  Maastricht University  24
Williams John  University of Wyoming  35
Wilson Carol  Southern Methodist University  32
Wimmel Andreas  Institute for Advanced Studies  24
Wind Marlene  University of Copenhagen  33
Wolff Andrew  Dickinson College  43
Wolff Sarah  The Netherlands Institute for International Relations Clingendael  1,6,23
Wollenschläger Ferdinand  University of Munich  33
Wong Reuben  National University of Singapore  27,30
Wright Nicholas  University of East Anglia  27
Wustenberg Jenny  University of Maryland  3
Yilmaz Gozde  Freie Universität Berlin  34
Yilmaz Ersin  Technical University Darmstadt  34
Yordanova Nikoleta  Universität Mannheim  13
Young Alasdar R.  University of Glasgow  30,41,44
Zahariadis Nikolaos  University of Alabama at Birmingham  46
Zammit George  University of Sheffield, UK  25
Zeff Eleanor  Drake University  51
Zhelyazkova Asya  Utrecht University  13
Announcing a New Collaboration Between EUSA and the Journal of European Public Policy

EUSA is pleased to announce a new collaboration with JEPP. In conjunction with biennial EUSA conferences EUSA and JEPP will collaborate on a special biennial issue of JEPP which will include some of the best papers delivered at EUSA conferences.

Papers will be chosen using a “bottom up” procedure: Panel chairs will nominate exceptional papers and submit them to the EUSA Program Committee member responsible for that particular area of study; each of the Program Committee members will select 1-2 papers from these submissions and submit them to the selection committee; The selection committee, made up of EUSA Executive Committee members, the Editor-in-Chief of JEPP, and other invited colleagues, will choose the eight papers to be included in the issue.

We look forward to this excellent opportunity to collaborate with the editor of JEPP, and to highlight the high quality of scholarship consistently presented at the EUSA Biennial Conferences.